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Those Who Should Know Say The Last
Dollar Invested In Adverfisinu Brings A
Greoted Return Than The First
Why Not Try It?
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aldwell County's
ged Union. Vet Is
onventioti Bound
At 102 Robert Barrett, Who Is The Only
Surviving Union Army Veteran In Kentucky,
is To Attend The Last GAR Convention

fl

Number 8

Princeton, Caldwell County, Kentucky, Thursday, August 2-ri: 1949

Medical Check-Ups
Compulsory For
First Graders

NEW TEACHERS AT BUTLER

County Schools
To Open Sept.6;
Teachers Named
New Coach Named
At Fredonia To
Replace Thurston,
Who Resigned

One Room Each, First
And Sixth Grades, To
Be In Butler Building
Again This Year

Reduction In Fire
Insurance Rates
Is Pozzible
e
The Removal Of Princeton From The Eighth
To Seventh Class Would Lower Fire Rates As
Much As Twelve To Fifteen Per Cent

Caldwell county schools will
All children' entering school
open Tuesday, Sept. 6, with all
in the first grade are required
Fire insurance rates on Princeteaching positions filled, Superby law to have medical exam1
I
•
ton dwellings and 'business housinations, Russell Goodaker, prin,
intendent Clifton Clift said this
Shiny, New City
es may be reduced as much as 12
cipal of Eastside Grade School,
week.
•
to 15 per cent by next month,
Fire
Truck
Arrives
said this week.
Neil Hunley, who was graducity officials announced this
Princeton's shiny new fire
Forms for this examination are
ated last June from Kentucky
truck, which is capable of
week.
available at the offices of all docWesleyan College, Winchester,
With the 'arrival of the new
pumping 600 tb 700 gallons of
tors, he said. The filled-in firm
Pan; i
Mrs. Paul Tillman
has been named coach at Fredowater a minute, was taken to
$7,500 fire truck Tuesday afteris to be brought to the teacher
Mrs. Paul Tillman, the former nia High School to succeed Rube
A graduate of Western KenTradewater fiver Wednesday
noon, there is a chance that
when the child enters school, he tucky State Loriege, Paul Till- Miss May Jane Walls, is from Thurston, who resigned. Mr.
for tests. City officials and
Princeton can classify in 'the
added.
man will teach chemistry and bio- Madisonville. She received her Hunley, who is of Hartford, will
members of the fire departseventh class for fire insurance
There will be one first grade logy. He is a native of Vienna,
A. B. degree from Western Ken- coach basketball and teach,phyment, who witnessed the tests,
instead of the eighth, Mayor W.
room and one sixth grade room Md., and a member of the Episcosieal
education.
tucky State College and will teach
said the truck performed satL. Cash announced.
in the Butler High School build- pal Church. Mr. and Mrs. Tillman
Two other teachers new to the
She and Mr. Tillman
English.
isfactory. According to officHowever, before rates can be
ing again this year, because of have an apartment in the home
,were married last June. She is a system are Miss Evelyn Crawials, the new truck is equipreduced, the city fire department
crowded conditions at Eastside, of Mr. And Mrs. Sam Stephens,
*ember of the First Baptist ford, home economics, and Dale
ped with three ladders,
must meet all standards of safety
Mr. Goodaker said.
126 Highland ave.
Faughn, agriculture. Miss Craw,Church, Madisonville.
weighs from 81
/
2 to 9 thousand
adopted by the Kentucky Fire
First graders living west of
ford, who lives on Route 3,
pounds and has a maximum
Inspection Bureau, which reSeminary street and sixth gradPrinceton, received her home ecspeed of about 65 miles an
quires the city to have two fire
ers living west of Darby street
onomics degree last June from
hour.
trucks, and a full-time fireman.
will go to Butler, the principal
the University of Kentucky, LexAlso city firemen must have
said. This boundary line is subingtoa. Mr. Faughn, of near Lahad adequate training.
ject to change, as only a limited
masco, attended the University
Training of firemen here, acnumber of pupils can be accomof Kentucky this summer.
cording to Mayor Cash, will bemodated in these two rooms, he
William L. Nichols, former
gin next week when Captain
said.
teacher in the Fredonia elemenBeam of Louisville will visit the
Assignment of c h 11dr en to
tary grades, will teach in the
city to give a three-day course
rooms at Eastside will be made
high school.
To Vote Persons Must
on
fire fighting and the handling
alphabetically
throughout the six
Robert Barrett
Guy G. Nichols will again be
of fire equipment.
Register In Precinct
grades. The following schedulr
principal at Fredonia. Other high
The old truck, he said, will not
will be used opening day, Mr
Where They Reside
scheol teachers are Herman
be sold but will 'be repaired and
Goodaker said, subject to change
Registration
deadline
for
perBrenda, Jack Byrd, Mrs. Esther
•
used as stand-by equipment.
in order to have approximately
W. Nichols, Mrs. R,ebeoca M. sons who plan to vote in the
After the training course, the
the same number of pupils in
Rice and Miss Cleo Frances Hart. corning general election is Fni- Kentucky Inspection Bureau will
each mom:
Fredonia elementary teachers day, Sept. 9, Philip Stevens, be asked to give its approval for
Firstggrade—A-L, Miss Audie
will be Mrs. Mary E. Barnes, county clerk, announces.
Event To Take Place
the city to enter the seventh
Green: M-Z, Mrs. Nola Lewis.
Mrs. Myrtle B. Brandon. Mrs.
To be legally qualified to vote, class and then if the mayor apFrom 3 p. m. To 8 p. m.
Second grade—A-G, Mrs. HillKathleen PerkinS,.and Mrs. Kitty persons must be registered in the proves the project, the
insurance
Mrs. IL. Hicks
,
ery Barnett; H-0, Mrs. Henry
At Eastside
Quertermous.
precinct in which they reside, companies will .be notified of the
State
Murray
Lester;
P-7,
Mrs.
graduate
of
B.
Cl.
show
of
Moors.
A
The annual flower
411.
Other teachers in the' county Mr. Stevens sa.id.
'change.
J. L. Hicks
Third grade—A-G, Iiinss Eloise
the Princeton Rose and Garden
eollege with a B.S. degree in will be:
Qualifications for registration
Insurance men here said that
Club will take place from 3 p. Jones; 'H-0 ,Mrs. Charles McJ. L. Hicks will be study hall Home Economics, Mrs. J. L.
Cobb—Mrs. Ora B. Cantrell, are: Persons 21 years old, or rew rates 'will
not go into effect
m. until 8 p. m., Friday, Sept. Gough; P-Z, Mrs. Madie Owens., keeper at Butler High School and
Miss
Pearl
I.
Hartigan,
Mrs. who will be 21 on or before the until after the Kentucky
Hicks will teachhome economics.
bureau
Fourth grade—A-H, Mrs. Paul
2, at Eastside School.
Thelma Paxton and Mrs. Robbie general election, Novmber 8; res- notifies their
attendance officer for the Princecompanies of the
native of Marshall counFlowers are to be at the school Cunningham; I-R, Mrs. Charles ton City Schools. He will also She is a
Oliver.
ident of the State one year, of change.
before 11 a. m. Friday, Mrs. Brad Curry; S-Z,Mrs. Josephine serve as pastor of the Church of ty and a member of the Church
Friendship — A. E. Cravens, Caldwell county six months, and
taught
Hicks has
Lacey, chairman of the show, Moore.
Mrs. Lena Taylor and Mrs. Wood of the precinct 60 days, all prior
Christ, Locust street. He attended of Christ. Mrs,
Pre-School Conference
Fifth grade—A-H, Mrs. Vernon Freed-Hardeman College, Hend- home economics at Crofton and Holloway.
said. Each member may enter
to November 8.
one or more arrangements in Taylor; 1-0, Mrs. Kate Pruett; erson, Tenn., and the University Paducah. Mr. and Mrs. Hicks live
Crider—Mrs. Maggie VanHooWomen voters married since Planned For Teachers
each classification. Specimen en- P-Z, Mrs. H. J. Watson.
at 508 Maple ave.
ser and Mrs. Edith Mason.
A two-day pre-school conferlast voting should register under
of Kentucky.
Sixth grade—A-L,Mrs. Flora
tries must have been grown in
Lewistown—Woodrow Black- their married names, the clerk ence for all Caldwell county
Mrs.
Beatrice
the entrant's own garden, she Creekmur; M - Z,
1-burn and Mrs. Cecile Sigler.
teachers is scheduled Friday and
said.
Areangements may be /low- TUrley.
Hall—Mrs. Vergie Morse.
Voters who are in doubt con- Saturday, Sept. 2 and 3, at FreAssistant Coach
ers grown anywhere, she added.
White—Mrs. Juanita B. Morse. cerning their registrations are donia School,
Superintendent
Named At Butler
The show is open to the public at Baptist Evangelist
Farmersville—Mrs. J. W. Mc- urged to check registration re- Clifton Clift announced. Miss
at
coach
assistant
Cox,
Clif
After volunteering with the Un- no charge, she said.
Ruby
E.
Smith, education departFlatrock—Robert L. Brown.
cords in the county clerk's ofMiami Beach High School
Army in Aug. 1884, Pap servment, and Coitus 0. Johnson, area
Ribbons will be awarded for Addresses Rotary Club '
Chesney.
Work To Continue
fice Mr. Stevens said.
last year and former coach
Dr. J. D. Grey, New Orleans
with Company L, 17th'Ken- the best entries. The Junior Gareducation co-ordinator, both of
Blue Springs—Mrs. Dora
As Long As Funds
here, has been named assistCavalry, which was some- den Club entries, under the di- minister, who is currently conMurray State College, Murray,
Cherry.
ant coach at Butler High
es called "homeguarus." He rection of Mrs. Vernon Taylor ducting a revival at the First Bapwill be present to aid teachers in
Hold Out
Belle Buckle—Miss Thelma E.
Perkins
replaces
"Free
EnHe
tist
Church,
spoke
on
School.
discharged in Sept. 1865.
Concrete is being poured for Brandon.
planning their work for the year
and Mrs. R. S. Gregory, will
to
weekly
resigned
Marquess, who
terprise" at the regular
Barrett fathered 16 children. also be awarded ribbons.
the foundation ot the new grandand to assist with any school and
Mt. Hebron—Mrs. John Hall.
meeting of the Rotary Club here
accept a position in Florida.
lust wife died about the year
stand at VFW Park, Baseball
community problem, Mr. Clift
Judges will be Mrs. Reed HowCave Creek—Mrs. Edna RobTuesday night.
and his second wife died in
Cox, a graduate of Western
said.
Manager Jewell Patterson re- erts.
ard and Mrs. John Turner, LouDr. Grey, who also is .a native
. He now has 23 grandchildState College, has been
Clothing Training School
ports.
isville Beechmont Garden Club.
Liberty—Mrs.
Eva
L.
Creasey.
of Princeton, warned that many
coaching for the last 10
As much of the stand will be
They will be the guests of Dr.
Will Be Wednesday
Bethany—Mrs. Virginia
New Councilmen Named
trends in our government are
Caldwell county's grand old
years.
completed as there are funds to Strong,
and
Mrs.
F.
T.
Linton while in socialistic. Socialism, he said, is
Will be 103 in November. He
At
To
Providence
Committees Monday
pay for it and improvements will
Briarfield—M rs. Mina K.
the only reason he can give Princeton.
a first cousin to communism.
Citizenship, membership and
B. N. Lusby and N. H. Talley,
be added as more contributions Thomason.
Other
members
of
the
show
believe
that
the
living to such a ripe old age is
A few people
reading goals for 1949 - 50 for "flew councilmen, were appointed
Stallings Homecoming
are obtained, Mr. Patterson said.
Quinn—Mrs. Nellie Crenshaw. Homemaker clubs in the county to the water and light committee
whole-he chewed tobacco committee are Mts. Rurnsey Tay- government will support them if
The work is being financed soleLast
Held
Weekend
lor,
Mr.
J.
H.
Calloway,
Mrs.
Enon—Miss
Vera
Drennan.
ral years ago he always spit
they are not employed, but these
will be set up when club chair- and the cemetery and sewer comly through contributions, he addNabb--Mrs. Lillian P'Pool.
poison out and never swal- Gregory, Mrs. J. J. Rosenthal, people forget that they, along with, At Lewistown
men of these groups meet at 2:30 mittee, respectively, at Monday
ed.
Sugar Creek—Mrs Guy Smith. p. m., Friday, Sept. 2, in the ex- night's council meeting, Mayor
Homecoming at the home of
any of it. "The Lord has Mrs. W. L. Mays, A. M. Harvill the other citizens of this counThus
far,
about
$220
have
been
Piney Grove---Mrs. Viola Par- tension office.
W. L. Cash said. The men were
something to do with it too, I and Dr. C. F. Engelhardt. Mrs. try, make up the government and Mr. and Mrs. David Stallings, of
Charles Geiger is club president. somebody must pay for the doles. the Lewistown community, was received, enough to justify start- ker.
" Pap added.
Miss Maxine Garrigan, assist- swotn into office Monday night by
ing the work, he said. ContribuHart—Mrs. Douglas Perkins. ant home agent, Mrs. Ray Martin City Judge R. G. McClelland.
"Our system of government was held August 20 and 21. All of the
tions are still coming in, but adGood Springs—Mrs. liens W. and Mrs. Opal Rice will meat Present at the meeting were Mayfounded upon the principles of
Mrs. F. K. Wylie To
children, their spouses, grand- ditional funds will be needed.
Guess.
free enterprise. With this system,
resnectively with these groups. or Cash and, Councilmen Jake,
children were home for the weekThe stand will be made of conLead Worship Period
the laborer can expect a fair reNM Hazel King will be subA district training school for Jenkins, Stone, Wadlington, Luscrete blocks with sturdy, dressed stitute county
Mrs. F. K. Wylie, Ogden Mem- turn for his work and the capital- end.
teacher.
clothing leaders will be held at by and Talley.
and
Mrs.
included
Mr.
The
list
two
by
tens
bolted
down,
'he
orial Methodist Church, will lead ist can expect a return upon his
All children entering school 10 a. m., Wednesday, Aug. 31, in
W. R. Simons and son, Jon, Oak said. Plans include a roof, and if
for the first time should have Providence. Miss Verna Latzke,
the period of worship at the dis- investment," he explained.
Mrs. How- funds are sufficient„ dressing
and
Tenn.;
Mr.
Ridge,
Seventh And Eighth
Subsidies, ceilings and dependphysical examinations before the extension clothing specialist, Untrict educational seminar of the
ard Stallings and sons, Davy Lee rooms beneath the stand.
opening date of school, Mr. Clift iversity of Kentucky, will give
Women's Society of Christian ence upon the government will and lionnie, Mr. and Mrs. George
Grades To Report
There are to be field lights, said. Blanks for this examinaService, 10 a. m., Friday, at the stifle this American system and D. Stallings and son, Stevie,
the lesson to leaders from Caldfences and a concession stand tion may be obtained
September 6
at the of- well, Crittenden, Henderson,
Nortonville Methodist Church. will eventually lead us to social- Louisville; Mr. and Mrs. Joy R.
before
the
work
is
considered
Registration at Butler High Mrs. Wylie is district secretary ism, the minister stated.
fice of the superintendent.
Hopkins, McLean, Muhlenburg,
Stallings and daughter, Norma complete.
All Visitors' Runs Are
hool will be from 8:30 a. m. of spiritual life. The new InterTrigg, Union and Webster counStallEdgar
D.
Mrs.
Mr.
and
Lee,
For the beauty of the park, as
til 12 and from 1 p. an. until denominational Mission Study
Unearned; Edmonson
ties.
ings and children, Susan and Ed- well as making for a better playm., Monday and T-lesday, books for 1949-50 will be reviewPublicity goals for the coming
gar, Jr., Detroit, Mich.; Mr. and ing field, the infield will be of
Strikes Out 10
4 29 and 30, C. A. Horn, prin- ed and methods in class presentayear were set up Saturday afMrs. Leamon Stallings and child- grass.
A skeleton team of Regulars
announced.
tion discussed by leaders from
ternoon When publicity chairmen met defeat at the hands of the
ren, Dorla Dean, Martha Jane and
All
contributions
to
the
project
Seniors, those with 11 units, various churches represented at
Harlan
met with Mrs. Alvin Lisanby, Outwood nine Thursday afterJames Lee, Mr. and Mrs.
are being received by Billy Meregister Monday morning; the seminar. Several other memStallings and daughters, Bobby
county publicity chairman, in the noon at VFW Park in a nonRobert Jacob Starts
Caslin. Lee Cardin is contractor. Now In Second Place
niiirs, those with seven to ten bers from the church here are
Sue and Doris. and Miss Atha
extension office. These goals will league game. The score was
With 13 Wins,
Interviews With
, a half units, Monday after- expected to attend. The dinner
Stallings, Caldwell county. Four
be presented by the chairmen to Outwood, 6. Princeton, 2.
; Sophomores,4three to six will be potluck, with dessert and
Four Losses
Industries Here
generations were represented at Six Princeton Delegates
members of each club at the SepOutwood's big inning was the
a half units, Tuesday morn- coffee furnished by the hostess
Princeton Regulars have now tember meetings, Mrs. Lisanby fifth when Ed
A survey of health programs in the reunion.
Attend
VFW
Convention
Cotton tripled
and Freshmen, less than church. Counties in the district Princeton industries was started
won
13
and
lost
four
games
in
At noon Sunday a picnic lunch
said.
Attending the 50th National
with the bases loaded. The visitunits, Tuesday afternoon. are Caldwell, Livingston, Lyon, this week by Robert Jacob, sani- was spread on a long table on
league
play
this
year
after
SurJohn S. Hutcheson, Jr., editor- ors led all the way, collecting
Annual Encampment of Veterans
Seventh and eighth grade pu- Trigg, Christian, Todd and the tarian, county health department, the lawn. Visitors present on Sunof Foreign Wars, Miami, Fla., day's defeat at the 'hands of Mar- publiaher of The Princeton Lead- four hits off the pitching of
'rill report Tuesday morn- southern part of Hopkins.
health
dethe
State
includday other than the family
as a part of
er, and Mrs. A. N. Horning, re- Manager Jewell Patterson.
this week are six delegates from ion.
Sept. 6, the opening day of
partment's plan to determine the ed: Mr. and Mrs. Luther Barnes the Ray-Crider-McNabb Post.
Both teems made six hits, but presenting The Caldwell County
All of Outwood's runs were
, and will be assigned Mrs. Geiger Is Named
extent of existing health programs and son, Kenneth, Mrs. Betty Representing Princeton are Marion, aided by four Regular Times, gave brief talks at the
unearned. The winning pitcher,
from the auditorium, Mr.
Jackson, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Commander
in the industries of the State.
errors
in
the
sixth,
managed
to
publicity
meeting making sug- Edmonson, allowed only three
John Paul Jones
Club Chairman
Considered as industries here Glass and children, Donald, Neil
said. Eastside pupils will Garden
Morse, State Junior Vice-Com- outwore Princeton, 9-4. Marion gestions about deadlines for copy hits while striking out eight.
Mrs. Charles A. Geiger, presiister September 8.
are mills, manufacturing com- and Charlotte, Mrs. Oletta Fletcrossed
the
plate
six
times
in and length of stories.
Patterson struck out four.
dent of the Princeton Rose and panies, garages, newspaper offices, cher and sons, Ronnie and Larry, mander Clauscine Baker, Ralph
that inning. Patterson, pitching
Outwood will again be in VTW
Garden Club, has been named and similar businesses, Mr. Jacob George Webb, Mr. and Mrs. Glov- Kevil, Jewell T. Franck, Marvin
Onnells Take
Pogrotsky and Ritchie Crisp. for the Regulars, had held the On Buying Trip
Park at 5 p. in. today for a sevenBird chairman for the Dogwood said.
er Lewis, Mr. and Mrs. Hubert
S a u 1 Pogrotsky, of Finical's inning game. This will be the seMrs. Crisp and Mrs. Baker ac- Marion nine to one hit until that
Region of the Garden Club of
°cation Trip In East
The information obtained in the Stallings, Mrs. Jennie Stallings
companied their husbands. Prin- frame. Bob Stephens relieved Fair Store, was in Nashville, cond grudge game with Outwood
vtucky, it has been announc- survey over the State is expected and Hubert Lee Stallings.
and Mrs. Howard McConTenn., Monday on a buying trip. in non-league play.
cipal address of the convention, Patterson in the sixth.
1 and children, Bob and Le- ed. This is a two-year appoint- to be of great value, W. W. StalkWinning pitcher was Conyer,
which will °lose Saturday, will
in
regions
are
six
'There
Sue, are vacationing in S41- ment.
er, director of the division of in- Young People's Rally
who
srruck out 10. Catching E. R.
be by President Harry S. TruBlackburn Dies
Springs, Md., and Washing- the State. Dogwood Ftegipn has dustrial health, State health deFinal Union Service
were Letifis for Princeton and
E. R. Blackburn, father of Ed
man.
°. C. They are the guests of 17 clubs, and Mrs. Jesse M. partment, said. Two of its more To Be Held Here
Johnson for Marion.
Blackburn,
county attendance of- To Be Sunday Night
Penecostal Young Peoples' Raland Mrs. Herbert VickreY, Shields, of Louisville, is regional important functions will be to
Princeton is in second place ficer, died suddenly at his home
The final union service of the
night,
Aug.
will
be
Friday
ly
held
area.
existing
this
inventory
of
,for
director
provide
an
and Mrs. Kenneth Vickrey
Masons To Attend
in the Eastern Division of the nem Cresswell Wednesday morn- summer will be a communion
Princeton
m.,
at
the
28,
at
7:30
p.
State
and
the
in
industries
daughter, Karen, and Mr.
Twin-States League. In first spot ing. Funeral arrangements had service at 7:30 p. in., Sunday, in
Kuttawa Celebration
Mrs. John Stever Ja.niec Fined For Drunken Driving extent of employe health services Holiness Church, the Rev. W. E.
is Outwood, who defeated Cal- not been completed at Leader First Christian C h urc h. The
About
50
Masons
from
the
Cunningham,
pastor,
announces.
analysis
EdAyville,
furnish
an
Sons, Ronnie and Steve. Mrs.
Archie Dunning,
in eaoh and to
Princeton lodge plan to attend vert City Sunday.
press time.
Christian, Methodist, Presbyteris the former Kathryn was fined $100 and costs this of industrial health needs. It is A large crowd of young people
Prineetoni last league game
ian and Cumberland Presbyterthroughout West Kentucky will the Centennial celebration Tuesne Vickrey.
week and his driver's Deem* believed this will he helpful in
W. Cl, McConnell is recuperat- ian churches had combined Sunrepresented. Young people of day, Aug. 30, of the Swanee before the playoff will betat 2:30
suspended six months on * planning a more complete public be
the community are cordially in- Lodge No MO, Kuttawa, Walter p. an., Sunday when Benton in- ing at his home after undergoing day night services six weeks
State
on
both
program,
the
health
Mrs
driving,
drunken
Hugh Blackburn is ill at charge of
an appendectomy recently.
vades VFW Park here.
Towery, secretary, said.
this summer.
vited.
and county levels.
I on West Main street. 1 Stst. Police report.

When a ni.tn has lived to be
103 years old, he does not
ly attend conventions, be in
es and go to receptions at
governor's mansion.
However, there are few men
Commander Robert Barrett,
only surviving Kentucky Unveteran of the Civil War. Barwho used to laugh and say
he had two wives before '71,
convention
to attend the 83rd
the Grand Army of the Repubbe held Aug. 28-31 at Inpolis.
The cheerful but slightly bent
man says he does not know
a many more conventions he
atend because it all depends
;hat notion he is in." Althe organkration is being
ded at the Indianapolia
Barrett insists it will be
differently when he gets
convention. "As long as
the surviving 18 veterans
.;et to the encampment," he
I, "there will be a meeting."
..ong the activities which the
veteran will participate in at
vispolis will be a parade, a
.r, and a reception at the
aor's mansion. "Most of the
'I'll be tryin' to take care of
lf," he said.
Pap Barrett, as the neighbors
time call him, is a resident
idwell county.. He lives at
,ey on a 600 acre farm kept
• son, Thomas T. Barrett. He
'Len has a member of the fami.drive him to Princeton and
be seen sitting in the car on
street here almost any Sat. Sometimes he has his son
him to a vault which he had
for himself in 1925 at LibCemetery in Lyon county.
Pap likes to meet visitors and
:k and joke with them alhis sight is dim and his
mg is not so good as it was a
years ago. Sometimes he
And as
41low (Adman have to get before he can

Deadline Nears
For Registration

Flower Show Will
Be September 2

Grandstand Begun
At VFW Park

Homemakers Plan
Goals For 1949-50

utler High School
egistration Set

Regulars Defeated
By Outwood Nine

Health Programs
To Be Surveyed

Regulars Lose
To Marion Team

,
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PUOLARHIk) EVERY THURSDAY
DOROTHY ANN DAVIS
ADvIIRTI•IMO M

JOHN S. HUTCHESON, J R
KDITOR AND PUIILOIRIR
Entered as second class matter at Prim:Pito& KY.. under tie

Act of Comirese of

March

E. Intl

SubacrIptloo p0lim: hi County. 5$i In State, 11.10; Out-of-Stiite.
Okras of Thanks. $1,
IS Heapect, 1 cents a word. Unsolicited Poems, $ realm • word Rending notices, 10 cents a lins.

Little Chips
By J. S. H.

RsOrolutions

Your editor aeldor'n receives
snail from royalty and never did
he think that .he would be Called
upon by a prince for a favor.
However, in his poatoffice box
Monday he received a letter from
Prince Ftasaki Adisa OLatunji of
The agricultural scientists decided soils Lagos, Nigeria, requesting that
could be tested and the exact amount of the following lines be inserted
in "our world-wide journal."
elements needed for certain crops could be
"PAL wanted BY A BLACK
figured. The fanner now can learn how PRINCE OF AMIABLE CHARACTER—His age is 17. Height
many tons of lime or phosphate to buy.
is 51,4 feet. Weighs over 150 lbs.
Formerly C,aldwell county soil had to He is now in the 9th standard
with the hope of a year more to
11 sent to the Experiment Station at finish his scholastic
career.
Lexington for, testing. This took time and
Hobby — footballing, swimtrouble. Now a trip into town will suffice. ming, table tennis and also cricketing—exchanging of goods and
County Agent R. A. Mabry has given his hand-made crafts—"collectdetailed instructions in his column on how ing dollars of U. S. A. and all
to take soil for testing. Farmers should foreign countries for his museum
follow these to the letter. If a representa- —stamp collectors and exchangtive sample from the field is obtained, the. ing of portraits. He prefers both
sexes. Ready to send native wetesting is for nought.
yen clothes, native sna.ke and
We are proud to brag on the Farm Bu- leopard skin—bags and shoes
reau for this fine progressive step—a step (sandals) sawed ebony works to
which will give the farmers of the county his faithful and serious pals who
a chance to improve the soil for better are really faithful."

MENNEN or :roe ARBOCIATED PlUESS—The Aitooriatal Press Is entitled mciusirely to the uss for reipubd.
1.1.101, of cli ice C•cal news printed In this newspaper, us well as all AI' newedlepatchall.
Ei31 BN:it
ic:•TI VET PRESS
AGROCLATION
MEMBER NATIONAL EDITORIAL ASSOCIATION

Farmers Should Hail Soil Lab.

Every time we turn around we find
progress being made in Caldwell county.
This time it is the soil testing laboratory
soon to be set up in Princeton.
This is another of the steps the Farm
Bureau has taken to build up agriculture
of the county.
The farmer formerly 'cropped" his
ground year after year, taking it as a
matter of course that after a time it became too poor to bear good products. Then
the custom of crop rotation was started,
which was a great help and is still followed. Later it was discovered certain
elements could be added to the soil to
make it produce better.
At first lime and phosphate were added
with the idea "if a little will do good,
more will do better:: Consequently, the
farmer met that economic bugaboo, the
law of diminishing returns.
crops and more income.

—(P. S.)

The State Salary Amendment
Now that the primary electioa, is past,
our political thoughts turn to November.
A new constitutional amendment for
the purpose of raising state salaries has
been proposed and will come before the
people of Kentucky for approval or rejection on November 8. It would abolish the
$5,000 per year salary limitation which
was the chief topic of controversy }fist
year in the battle for a new constitution.
Many times in recent years the people
of Kentucky have been deprived of the
services of qualified men because there
was no way to meet the salaries offered
by private industry, which is able to go
far beyond the $5,000 per year limit
which the state must adhere to.
We would favor tte raising of the salary limitation for all departments of the
state government, were it not for the realization that a great many posts are purely
political, and qualifications mean little, if
political pressure i s exercised. Many,
many times a person appointed to a high
state job is employed, not for his education, training and experience, but because
he has a following or political prestige
that would deliver a large block of votes
in elections. As long as this is the case we

would not favor raising the salaries in all
branches of the government.

We frankly, admit, however, that a
• • •
The Maplettes, an all-girl dougreat deal of damage has been done in the ble trio from Maple Avenue
Bapfield of education. Our leading educators" tist Church are real singers. In
are enticed into other states where they fact, their voices harmonize so
well The Leader reported rewill make more money and be paid what cently that they were a quartet.
they are worth. Kentucky at the present Be sure to listen to them over
time rates far down the list of states in station WCIF, Madisonville, eveducation. And, until the state is able to ery Saturday from 3:30 to 4:30
p. m. Those making up the douoffer salaries commensurate with what
ble trio are Dorothy Boyd, Kathis obtainable elsewhere little improvement leen Cox, Alliene Hughes, Ellene
can be expected. Kentucky at the present Pinnegar, Barbara Cox, and
is being used as a training ground for ed- Mary Boyd. Their pianist is Emucators who will eventually go to other ma Lois Stegall.
states in search for greener pastures.
In the light of these conclusions it is a
matter of conjecture whether or not the
constitution should be amended by vote
on November 8. However, it appears to us
By Jane Eads
that if Kentucky is ever to go forward in
Washington—Victor
education, we should vote "yes," hoping ing's task has become Hunt Hardmore arduthat the benefits to the citizens of Ken- ous now that the House of Repretucky which will accrue through the ser- sentatives is holding forth in the
vice of top-ranking educators will out- new House office building across
weigh the dangers of increased pay in two busy intersections from the
Capitol building. Every day
some other branches of the state govern- "Cap" Harding makes two trips
ment.
—(Kentucky Standprd) from the Capitol to the office

•
Washington
Letter

—Kentucky On The March

The State Needs A Fighter
By Ewing Galloway
I am lifting the following paragraph
from an AP report of a recent meeting in
Lexington of the Kentucky Chamber of
Commerce:
, "The committee was in agreement that
all businessmen in the state could be of
vital help in promoting Kentucky as a
potential industrial site through their
contacts with out-of-state leaders."
A nicely worded generalization o n
which everybody must agree.
' J. Stephen Watkins, president of the
chamber, a real do'er as well as a good
talker, said Kentucky's main need was
a more balanced economy and the growth
of the right kind of of atmosphere for
industrial expansioi..
Thai, too, is an obvious truth.
But, who's going to make conditions
in Kentucky a strong bid for new industries? Who's going to put the state's
house in order and then publicize it to
the outside world?
t From what I read about it the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce is composed
mainly of patriotic, public-spirited manufacturers, merchants, farmers and bankers. Their purposes are all high. But the
organization needs a concrete program
and a full-time executive. And at the head
man's elbow there should be a publicist.
The publicist should be one of the best.
A hack newspaperman with a friend in
the chamber would be worse than useless, because a poor job would do much
harm. Maybe Mr. Watkins is journalist
enough to fill both jobs.
The big job the Chamber of Commerce
is taking hold of recalls the story of New
Orleans and Louisiana. I wrote about it
in Collier's more than 30 years ago. I may
have alluded to it in one of the 140
articles I have written under the heading "Kentucky on the March."
A young man named Walter Parker,
f •om Tennessee, got a job in a New OrI •Ins bank. He was an inquisitive chap,
1 conditions in the Delta metropolis int ..ated him. He saw much that was bad.
railroad controlled the belt system
(
discriminated against other lines.
1 deposits were being taxed, with the
I' :
't that Loutsiaha people sent their
n hFinkg in other states. Parker saw
It

• • •
Ordinarily there is a charge
for running items like the one
sent in by the Prince. However,
the Prince said he collects U. S.
A. dollars and we are all hoping
he wi)'1 tell us how he get.; enough of them to put into a museum.

that a city with natural advantages for
it great seaport which would serve as a

marine gateway between a dozen states
and the markets of all the outside world
had dock facilities that were pitiable.
Ramshackle piers and shallow water.
With millions of bushels of grain in the
territory, New Orleans-..didn't have a
modern grain elevator. The city's drainage system was so poor that in wet weather the streets reeked with muck.
Well, yopng Parker made up his mind
to do something about it. He got a bunch
of businessden together and they organized the New Orleans Association of
Commerce. Parker became the active head
of it, and he promptly swung into action.
He was a good persuader, so he got the
support of good men—men good enough
to put up money to pay the Association's
way.
Parker fought the railroad yard monopoly and licked it. The city built a belt
system to reach the docks and all big
local shippers. He got the state an( the
city to build a waterfront grain elevator
that could load half a dozen ships at one
time. He persuaded the legislature to repeal the tax on bank deposits, and people
brought their capital back home. The
drainage system was improved. In publicity work Parker EVES a natural. He told
the world what New Orleans was doing.
When you go to New Orleans now you
behold a fine city of around 700,000 population. And as you look it over, remember
the story of Walter Parker and the New
Orleans Chamber of Commerce.
Kentucky needs a Walter Parker. If
Mr. Watkins doesn't fill the bill, or if he
is too busy to give all his time to the job,
the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce
should start looking for a Parker.
•
Temperatures of 160 to 180 degrees
have been taken in the sun along the coast
of the Persian Gulf in southern Iran, but
these are unofficial records since official
records must be taken in sheltered and
ventilated locations.
Lowest official temperature ever recorded in the United States was 66 degrees below zero, recorded at Yellowstone
National Park, Wyoming side, in February, 1933.

building carrying a 46-inch pillar
of ebony, weighing 18 pounds and
worth about $400. Accompanying
Mr. Harding and his precious armful are two uniformed capitol
policemen.
Mr. Harding, short, 200-pound
veteran of World War I, is deputy
sergeant-at-arms of the House.
The pillar he carries is the mace
—the only visible symbol of governmental authority in the United States other than the flag
itself. The mace is so precious
- that it is guarded behind locked
doors by the sergeant-at-arms,
Joe H. Callahan, and is never taken from his office on the ground
floor of the capitol except when
he or Mr. Harding carries it.
The mace is made of 13 small
ebony rods representing the 13
original states, bound together
with harrow bands of silver and
topped by a silver globe which
in turn is topped by a silver eagle
with wings outspread. It traces
its origin to the fasces of early
Rome. The Roman fasces, a bundue of rods containing an axe
with the blade protruding from
the rods, was carried by servants of the magistrate to quell
unruly Romans. The rods were
used for flogging, the axe for beheading. The very sight of them
was alone enough to restore order.
With the Roman conquest the
fasces was introduced into Britian and eventually became the
emblem of authority in the House
of Commons and later was adapted by our house of Representatives. The mace has two positions
in the House. Both are at the
right of the speaker's desk. When
the House is in regular session,
that is when 218 members constitute a quorum, the mace is en
a tall green marble pedestal
When the House is in Committee
of the Whole, with only 100 members needed for a quorum, it
stands on a white marble pedestal.
The authority of the mace is
occasionally used more directly.
When the speaker has difficulty
restoring order after lame stormy
outburst he asks the sergeant-atarms to assist him. There have
been times when the sergeant has
had to hold the mace between
angry and boisterous congressment.
There have been numerous
scuffles on the floor. Once a
volume of the U. S. statutes flew
through the sir. Once upon a
time a knife was flourished. The
mace restored order. The present
mace is the third to be used. The
first was burned when the British set fire to the capitol in 1814.
The second was stolen.

Do You Know?
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Nowada,ys scientists are making everything :tugger. Bombs are
bigger, telescopes a r e bigger,
cars are bigger, prices are bigger
—yes, the people want everything bigger. We not only want
everything bigger, but most of us
want something new, something
different to escape boredom and
trivalization. In The Leader this
week, there is an advertisement
from an automobile manufacturer telling about a waterproof
ignition System. "A hose sprayed
directly on the thing has no effect on its operation," they say.
Anytime pow when I walk out
to my car I expect it to rear. up
and say, "Bud, I'm big, I'm selfaupporrin, I don't need you."
Then, it will probably roll away
without me

•
Proportion
He was the only boy there was
in the world,
The world was solid ice that had
been ocean,
He was going where they always
had rowed,
He was running, but he could
feel no motion,
Space was so big, and so he
stopped and stood.
He looked :back. His farmhouse,
barn, big brothers,
The woods and hills together
were not half
The size he was. Now all the
towering others
Were lower than his knee. He
bent and saw them
Between his legs spread half
across the sky.
The trees that tired him to climb,
the roads
So long to follow, brothers and
all troubles
Were like the little lashes on his
eye,
And he might breathe them
away as he would bubbles.
He shouted, but his voice came
back on him,
There was no place for his bold
voice to go,
The world was too large for a
boy so small.
So he started home, but he went
slow
Putting each cautious foot before

TIIE BR; WHEEL, by John
Brooks (Harper, $2 75)
A young man narni:d Dick Pet•
era, a veteran and a reporter on a
small paper, is invited to visit his
rich cousin, Ed Masterson, powerful editor of a mass-circulation
Illustrated weekly .
When Masterson offers Dick a
job, he ponders it possibilities. A
liberal, he has mistrusted the
popular "Present Day," a n d
friends have sneered at it. But
as he respects cousin Ed, in a
way, and is not fully confident of
his friends, he takes the position.
Among his associates are the book
reviewer, who likes the money
and hires out his talent but not
his conscience; Burnside, a top
Masterson aide, who has no conscience; Karen, Jones, radical
while away from work. The entire
staff, in short, refuses to allow
private opinions to interfere with
cushy standards of living. While
nursinig slightly red views, they
live ciamfortably in the pink.
Their assumption is, of course,
that Masterson is willing to sell
his soul for circulation. But step
by step they learn that he is dedicated to what he regards as
the truth. He can't for a minute
imagine his employees writing
with tongue in cheek; they can't
for a minute imagine wilting for
him with tongue anywhere else.
Smartly turning the tables on
the usual novel about magazines,
Brooks raises some penetrating
questions: Can a writing employee hold his own private opinions? Can he separate his talent
from his conscience? Can his boss
separate them for him? Which is
more commendable, or more
blameworthy, the narrow-minded
but honest employer or the frankly compromising employee?
If Brooks may be said to supply
any answer, it is that the monster
magazine tends to become a machine. It gains momentum outside
and beyond the people who run
it or work for it until it rises free
and clear of people and becomes
merely ara abstract, a moral system utterly indifferent to right
the other.
Being in the large room would
be good,
Good being up to the shoulder
of a brother.'
Robert P. Tristram Coffin

The United States 'produced
snore than 19 million tons of
raper and paperboard in 1948.
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I's a

looksReidFeelsBetaISReiffthivugh andthrough!
It's the new Buick SPECIAL—
new in line, new in size,
new in price and value!

the rear axle add even more comfort to that
unequaled Buick ride.

NTGLI take a look—and your fingers itch to

get hold of its waiting wheel.
You cast an eye over its gleaming new bumper.
guard grille, its tapering fenders, its jet-plane
lines—and know that this is what others have
been groping for.

You slip inside. Twelve inches added to rearseat cushions emphasize the biggest interiors
you can buy for the money. A broad, curving
windshield set in narrower corner posts means
a better view any way you look.
Now touch the throttle. Not just high-compression power, but high-pressure Fireball
power, to get the most from today's fuels
today!
You finger the controls—not just standard
transmission alone, but the magic smoothness
of Dynaflow Drive at your option.

Try it in traffic—and

less length bumper-tobumper makes it a dream to park or handle.
Try it on the road, and seats placed ahead of

So you say, "How much ?"—maybe bracing
yourself mentally.

Then you learn that price is part of the good

Tr. to HENRY T. TAYLOR, MC Nehrod. ovry Mond,

49

To be
regist

So you size it all up with a happy "Buick's
done it again!"-- and see your Buick dealer
quick as you can.

Q ua

After all, the quickest way to get one of these
into your garage is to get a firm order in!
TIEN.STRIKE! °tofu Rale& SPECIAL
has eli these Features!
RAMC-HANDY SIZE • MOST ROOM FOR TIN MONEY • DYNANOM
WIPE optional at extra roil • XTMIE SITUNG • HOH4.0CKING
BLIAIPER-GUARD GMUJS • IftelceeesSuei FIRESALL STRAIGHT AGHT
ENGINE • COX SPRINGING ALL AROUND • LOW-MIESSLME TIRFS ON
SMITE-RIM RIMS • OINAIER VISIMUTY FORE AND AFT • SEll•
LOCKING LUGGAGE UDS •

STEADY-RIDING TOROLIF-TUSE DRIVF

• TORIES SMART MOORS MTN 1100Y SY REM

SPEC/ALLY NOW
4p,
•
MAWS Ittolttor mostommeellloo tory IONIN XI 191 ern1 boll/ lb°

PRINCETON MOTOR SALES

DAWSON RD

Regis

news too! Figures fit the modest budget as
this handy-dandy fits the modest garage—and
you get room, power, ride, and the smartest
look on wheels at the lowest price you'll find
on any valve-in -head eight!

*Optional at Woo cost.
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Alfalfa seeded in late August
--LTely-Septerrrber-ordinettly
a better chance to survive
produce Well the fir* year
that seeded at any other
Spring seedings often are
.1e.i too late because of weaconditions preventing seedpreparation and competition
grass and weeds.
w. • electing land for alfalfa
sure to select well drained
11 which does not have a hard: underneath, as alfalfa will
survive for any length of
2 where too much water is
Dear the top of the ground.
,rsvide plenty of plant food
tticalarly phosphate and potTo be sure plenty of these

two plant foods are available
samples of the soil should be
taken for teetins. Without a test
the general rule is to apply 100
pounds of 20 per cent phosphate
Frankfort—Highway Commisor its equivalent an acre for each
sioner John A. Keck announces
year it is to be left in alfalfa.
the award of contracts totaling
The soil should be near neutral
$2,892,706.44 and providing for
which usually requires about
....4.11tinrement uf. _205
-4
th148-1,511I-Sf9FO-iirialfritest-One
highways.
an Etre.
Among the contracts awarded
The alfalfa should be inoculat- were:
ed and seeded about 15 pounds
Hopkins-Webster
counties —
an acre on a well prepared firm
Relief route at Providence beseedbed using an adopted variety
tween KY 109 and US 41, 1.9
of seed such as the Oklahoma,
miles, grade, -drain and traffic
Kansas, or Grimm.
bound surface, L. G. Arnold, Inc.,
Because of the. poor curing Eau
Claire, Wisc., $51,437.32.
weather and coke being hard to
Henderson --- Henderson - Evfind it is very important that
ansville road, cleaning end paintburley tobacco be left in the
ing bridge over Ohio River,
field until thoroughly ripe. EvEconomy Painters, Cincinnati,
ery burley grower should have
$31,697.25.
at least two coke stoves and a
Christian—Hopkinaville-St. Elton of coke an acre on hand bemo road, reconstruction and traffore burley cutting starts as infic bound surface, 10.9 miles, R.
surance against poor curing weaB. Tyleer, $92,803.60.
ther.
Crittenden—Reconstruction &
traffic bound surface, 4.6 miles,
Mulligan Bros., Greenville, $69,006.50.
Henderson — Reed-Boals • road,
reconstruction and traffic bound
surface, 8.1 miles, 0. L. Depp,
Owensboro, $50,369.75.
Lyon—Kuttawa-Mt. Zion road,
reconstruction and traffic bound
surface, 7.3 miles, Upton & King,
Canton, $82,711.

Road Contracts
Awarded By State

.......................................................................

FOR SALE!

We now have a number of houses
and lots for sale . . . and several
farms.

C. A. Woodall
INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
W. Main St.

Phone 2441
Princeton, Ky.

You ought to be
driving a 9

Next time you make homemade
yeast rolls sprinkle them with
poppyseed just before baking.
Heat rolls for lunch or dinner
the cool way—put them in the
top of a double broiler, set over
boiling water; keep the water
simmering until the rolls are hot
enough.
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A PrIndoct of (Orwell Homo*

h's a Wonderful Car-a Wonderful Buy!
Wherever you go you bear people talking about die new Pontiac.
"Naturally, a great many people talk first about Pontiac'e outstanding beauty.
A great many other. say they have beard reports of Pontiac's performance. its alertnese in traffic, its smooth luxurious ride and the
wonderful convenience of GM Ilydra-Matic Drive.'
Still others tell us what they have heard about Pontiac's economy.
And well they might, for Pontiac is sensibly priced,just above the
my lowest. And it is so thoroughly dependable that it will give
years of pleasure and superb performance with only mininitur
servicing. Come in /10011 and get the whole Pontiac story.

111

*Win,Stott, Drive optioned art an model. al extra

S.

PONTIAC- Silver Streak' styling and
You utter MI
strikinf new Bodies by Fisher combine to make the 190 Pontiac
truly 'the most beautiful thing on wheels."

M. & S. MOTOR & IMPLEMENT CO.
201 E. Market St.

Princeton, Ky.
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CHILD EATS PAINT: Four-year-old Claudette Marie Garver died
Saturday the victim of a strange hunger for painted wood. Her
father, Claude (right) points to rharks on desk which he said were
made by Claudette. Similar marks are on the chair at right. "She
ate the paint off everything," he said at his home in Hyattsville,
Md. The mother is holding Elizabeth, three, who also was made
ill from gnawing painted wood. Dr. John T. Maloney, county medical examiner, said death was caused by lead poisoning. Other members of the family are, Esther (left), eight, and John, 19 months,
held by his father.(AP Wirephoto)

News From The Past
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of TwiceA-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
August 2, 1929. Miss Seth enjoying life in the open and the
Stephens of this city, who former- cool northern zephyrs.
•
ly has been with the Cummins
August 9, 1929. Mrs. R. S.
Co., has accepted a position with
Sneed had her tonsils removed
the local J. C. Penney Store. Miss
Stephens will have direct super- by Dr. I. Z. Barber at his office
vision of their Ready-to-Wear De- Wednesday morning. She is repartment. Her many years of ported getting along very nicebusiness experience coupled with ly at her home on West Main
her experience in dress making street, and her many friends hope
fits her admirably for her new she will soon be entirely recoverposition. Miss Stephens began her ed.
new duties on August first. She
• • •
will appreciate any and all of her
August 13. 1929. Mrs. Henry
friends 'calling to see her in her Towery, Miss Dixie Wood Townew position.
ery and Miss Sarah Grace Akin
• • •
are visiting Dr. John Warren
August 6, 1929. J. R. Holsapple, Stegar's family and Mrs. Bettie
of Hurst, Ill., is here on a visit Akin in Newport. The trip as far
to his daughter, Mrs. Melvin Fra- as Louisville was made in Mr.
lick. Mr. Holsapple is a former Hinkle Rawls' car.
Caldwell countian, and was born
• • •
and reared in the Dulaney comAugust 16, 1929. The birthday
munity.
party given at the home of Miss
• • •
Norma Stephens was attended by
August 6, 1929. Mr. and Mrs. a large crowd. Those present were
Stegar Dollar and dainty daugh- Misses Iman and Gertrude Culters, Eunice Adair and Evelyn len, Lillian and Hazel Horning,
Polk, left here Sunday for St. Verdie Oates, Nona and Aminell
Joseph's Island, Ont., Canada, Holeman, Zola Morse, Messrs.
where they will spend the re- Raymond Sigler, Leonard Barnes,
mainder of the summer weeks, Raymond Crowell, Frank Arnold,
Egbert, Durwood and Coy Morse,
and Roy B. Horning, John
STOMACH SUFFERERS Tom
Henry and Delmer Kemp, WoodGET AMAZING RELIEF
row Blackburn, Charlie and ArThe HARVEY STOMACH thur Howton, Ernest Cullen, 0. C.
TREATMENT goes further and Howard Lowery, Mr. and
than most stomach treatments Mrs.
Joel Boitnott and George
on the market today. It is made
up of four different medicines. Oates. Everybody reported a fine
One of the main ingredients is time. Miss Norma certainly apbelladonna.
preciated the nice presents she
We guarantee this wonderful received.
• • •
medicine to relieve ulcer pain,
and that acid, gassy, belchy,
August 16, 1929. Miss Marnervous and lack of pep feeling. Compare its price with guerite Joiner, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Joiner, had her
other stomach preparations.
Start this treatment today — tonsils removed by Dr. W. C.
there is no need to stiffen Ask Haydon Tuesday morning at his
your druggist for Harvey Tab- office. She is reported getting
lets, SOLD ONLY AT
along nicely at her home and will
WOOD DRUG STORE
soon be able to be up and going
PRINCETON, KY.
about.

Registration Books Close Friday, Sept. 9th., 1949.
To be legally qualified to vote in the General Election persons must be
registered in the Precinct in which they reside.

(2) A resident of the State 1 year, prior to

r V eSt

Illy Agit at ion

Nov. 8th.; A resident of Caldwell County 6 months, prior to Aug. 6th.; A resident of the Precinct 60 days, prior to
Nov. 8th.
Women voters married since last voting
should register under their married
name.

A. J. Waltz has 15,000 buttons.
Six years ago Mrs. Waltz received several button boxes belonging to her grandmother and she
began a collection.
She has them from all over the
world. They're made of almost
every type of material and are
mounted on cards showing the
classification. One is a perfume
button,' worn during the nineties.
It held milady's favorite perfume. She has another, a porcelina miniature of Mozart.

Committee For Irene C. Callahan
FARMERS NATIONAL BANK

EVERYBODY LOVES A PARADE!
. .. and the non-stop parade of hits flashing across the screen of your Capitol Theater is providing hours of enjoyment and entertainment for the
hundreds of Princeton movie-gJers. The Capitol's BIG SHOW SEASON of
exceptionally fine movies featuring top Hollywood stars, plus the healthful
atmosphere of air-cooled comfort, guarantee you pleasant evenings of
joyous fun. Here is the current selection of BIG SHOW SEASON hits .
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FEATURE
PROGRAM

2ND. FEATURE!

NEW SERIAL!

Thrill-a-minute Action!

NEW ADVENTURES

Slippy McGee

Batman & Robin

with Donald Berry

15 Super Chapters

HAW Socros...Mum Pests

SUN. & MON.

Dr. John Gorrie of Apalachicola, Fla., is credited by the industry with having manufactured the first ice in this country
in 1851.
Ethiopia's royal family claims
to have descended from King
Solomon and the Queen of Sheba.

CRAWFORD S'CUT CRIENSTREE1

Aug.28-29

MONAD
•••••

David Arlea
Saar.•. Vh.lalt• 14.6••••
nY11111

It

WEILTAKE OURS STRAIGHT,
POPS,STRAIGHT FROM A

Deplores Deformed
Feet Of Women

RETRACTION
Of Auction Sale

TUES. & WED.

PRINCETON CREAMERY

Aug. 30-31

MILK BOTTLE,
THAT IS.

IN THE GAMLING RACKET

[SMART GIRLS
DON TALK
VIiiA

SHUCI

aurt k'

MAYO •BENNETT • HUTTON

Voters who may be in doubt concerning their registration or whether
registered in the proper precinct are urged to check the registration
records in this office.

COUNTY COURT CLERK.

Mosa:ow
Al'
Communist
party organizations are playing a
large rule in the 14149 Soviet harvest. There are 36,000 agitators
working in the Rostov district, for
example: .
"Tiate441•04-days of-the-harvest,
however," said "Culture and
Life," "have shown that a number
of party organizations have not
developed active political work
among the masses."

Liverpool, England—AP—The
president-elect of the British
Medical Association said today 00
percent of British women are deLast Things
forming their feet by poor choice
By the time this reaches print,
situ",
seesrfe-twr
tix/If
OMITn
Professor
P. McMurray told
the longer seasoncrops will have
the Liverpool Rotary Club: "Napassed, but there is still an outture intended woman's big toe
side chance that beans and sweet
to be on the inside of her foot.
corn could be started, and mature
But she buys shoes in which the
enough crop tojustify) taking the
risk. True, there maybe enough etables did not need or did not point of' the shoe is in the middle
of her foot."
beans to finish the season; ordi- use.
nary beans, that is, but here is
an opportunity for switching to
some of the more unusual sorts,
the green-shell beans. Chief
among these are of course the
Horticulturals, pole or dwarf, the
so-called "cranberry beans," but
there could be added the Kidney
beans, red or white. As "greenshells" they are excellent, used
fresh, bat they may be canned, to
make a treat for some cold day
next winter.
Due to the fact that there is some doubt
Another vegetable that could
as
to
the present ownership of the household
still be planted with a fair measand kitchen furniture of Mrs. Irene C. Callaure of success is Chinese cabbage.
Even with a start so late as now,
han, for whom we are at present acting as
and provided that hard-freezing
legal
Committee, we will not hold the sale
weather held off until Thanksgiving (as it sometimes has done),
of this personal property on August 29 at
good heads could be had. Even
10 a. m. as advertised in two previous issues
though few hard heads formed,
of The Princeton Leader.
Chinese cabbage makes a 'greens"
of superior tenderness and flavor.
The public will please be advised of our
At the risk of appearing to repeat, the reminder is worth giving
action
in this matter, which is necessary as
that now is garden winter cover
explained
herein. Until further legal notice
crop sowing season. A cover crop
would help correct the too-comthere will be no sale of the property by us as
mon complaint of soil "running
her legal Committee.
together" in gardens where
manuring cannot be the annual
custom. Even where some manure
can be spread every year, a cover
crop would help, as it prevents
soil washing, even sheet-erosion
in gardens that appear level, and,
more important perhaps, salvages
the fertilizer that this year's vegBy John S. Gardner, Kentucky
College of Agriculture and
Home Economica

NOTICE TO VOTERS
(1) Persons 21 years of age, or older, and
persons who will reach their 21st., birthday on or before the General Election to
be held Tuesday, November 8th., 1949.

a

MONCOW

Has 15,000 Buttons
Mount Dora, Fla.—(AP)—Mrs.
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"Round tin biixes with the
I lollywood stamp.
.liest-aelletts of literature
which poison the mind.
"Unrestricted jazz songs of the
IVfOSCOW---Ilerc are some of Boogie Woogie type,
—...the-Lhings...that_a_ writer._ In..1'.hios, "Felee-- hreadeeeter of-46e -V
cow Bolshevik" has ascribed to of America."
American culture:
Mark Twain continues to be a
"Refined pessimism.
very popular author in the Sov"War psychosis.
iet Union.
In fact, he is regarded as be"Misanthropic racial theories,
"Stabtle psycho - pornographic ing not only an important writer
introspection.
as such but also a major social
"Romanticizing o f gangster- critic.
ism."
Recently the Moscow Satire
This was mit Inrward by Yuri Theatre put on a new play called
Ifdemanov in an article entitled the "Bag of Temptations." It
"Marshallized Austrian Culture." was based on a short story of
"And all over this," he •said, Twain and satirized American
"hovers the gloomy shadow of small - town capitalism.
bourgeois cosmopolitanism—proFurthermore, the Soviet press
paganda for disrespect towards has quoted at length from cerone's own country, for disregard tain works of Twain in which
of national culture and state he bitterly criticized various
frontiers."
.aspects of American life. It has
He said thereactionary ideol- contended that Twain, were he
ogy of American imperialism is to return to America, would find
arriving in Europe in varied predominate there today thi
forms. Some of them are:
things he disliked most pro-

Dawson Road

How Moscow Views
The United States

FOR SALE!
Here is your opportunity to purchase
a Real Home ...
Value $9000.00
Stoker Furnace, 3 acres of land, 3
bedrooms, water,lights... less than
one-fourth mile from Princeton, on
Dawson Road.
Priced at $6850.00
$2700.00 Cash will Float the Deal

C. A. WOODALL
Insurance and Real Estate
W. Main St.

Phone 2441
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There was a family reunion at
the home of David Stallings Sunday.
Chester Capps and G. E. 'Rho
mas called on aeorge Franklin
Sunday.
Mrs. Hester Powell visited in
Princeton Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Franck,
George Powell and Kenneth
Teear were in Hopkinsville
Wednesday night.
Miss Juanita P'Pool and Mr.
Charlie Stallings were married
in Hopkinsville Saturday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Haile
were in our community Sunday.

,
utslana Produces
any otherstate It:
1—uisliana muski ats ylt.0

e0418/1/E YOUR DElirTS
-PAY omy ONE
SAWS CASHEAC//AfrWTII
IS EMILY
SittiVaca

In medieval times, warring
armies agreed not to campaign
against each other during winter.
Labrador is the most easterly
vie" is described here as a prop- part of the American continent.
The alligator has a transparent
agation of the "loathsome fiction
eyelid.
the
superiority
of
the
white
of
avalanche of crime i s poured
race."
The magazine "Zvezda," dis- down on the American audience
cussing pictures produced by from the screen, it should not be
Hollywood, said this was achiev- thought that in the Hollywood
films noble heroes with every
ed in a fairly simple way:
"The repulsive tricks of the possible 'virtue' are absent.
present day white savages, of There are such heroes. They are
the morally depraved who were millionaires."
brought up by capitalism, are
In American films, it added,
ascribed to the noble magnani- the millionaires act a part of
mous Indians."
saviours of the people from all
It declared: "Although a whole ills.

:$ ii
•
This picture was taken during burst of an
peilinental tests at Eniwetok in the spring of.1948-one of a series just released by the Atolioi
ergy Commission in Washington (AP Wirephoto)

foundly.
"Crocodile," the Soviet humor
magazine, recently quoted from
a report at a recent meeting of
satirists and humorists of the
USSR in which it was stated that
"Real American humor ended in
the hour_ when Mark Twain
died."
"Crocodile" undertook to illustrate this contention by a caricature showing Twain together
with Tom Sawyer and H uc k
Finn in New York with skyscrapers and advertisements for
films called "47 Murders" and
"Love and the Atom" and quoted
Twain as saying: "Let's get out
of here, boys. The jokes are bad
here."
The Canadian Navy, it was
reported in "Red Fleet," has
become an 'appendage of the
United States Navy." The Soviet
navy paper based its view on
"press reports."
A Tass dispatch from Ottawa
said Canada's Navy carries out
almost all its training and maneuvers with the United States
navy and not with British Navy.
Konstain Siminov's new play,
"The Alien Shadow," is attracting large audiences to Moscow's
Maly Theatre.
The play takes the spectator to
a scientific-research institute in a
large university city in Russia.
The institute is experimenting

with a new drug which would
make possible a successful fight
against disease-carrying microbes.
This work is being followed by
American intelligence, which desires—the play' brings out—to
make use of the Soviet discovery
to the "detriment of mankind."
A number of Soviet types cross
the stage during the play and in
the end their joint efforts prevent the discovery of the So.riet
bacteriologists from falling into
the hands of the Americana.
"The author," said a reviewer
in "Evening Moscow," "unmasks
,
the reactionary character of the
bourgeois ideology and brands
the deference and kow-towing of
certain scientists to the pseudoscience of the capitalist West."
An official from the British
Embassy, travelling in Georgia,
struck up a conversation with
a resident of Tiflis.
"Tell me," said the Georgian, "since you are a foreigner
perhaps you can help me explain something about the Americans."
"What is that?" asked the Englishman.
"The Americans," said the
Georgians, "took so little part
in the last war that I can't understand why they want to fight
nowdays."
"The Americans want to start
another war nowdays?" asked
the Englishman.
"The American reactionaries
want to fight," said the Georgian.
"If they want to fight so badly,
why didn't they fight when they
had a chance in the last war?"
The magazine "Zvescia" said
that to call the majority of plays
on Broadway "theatrical" would
be an insult to theatrical art.
"Frank pornography and unrestricted banality," it said,
"characterize the innumerable
farces and 'shows' on Broadway."
The article said one of the
most advertised plays of last
year was called "Strange Bedfellows."
It said that spoke for itself and
comment is unnecessary.
The American "western mo-

graceful
—handsome with
any period of furniture, a charming accent to any
pretty table. Visit
our store now and
see the lovely
Gorham designs.
$25.50 per place
setting incl.
Fed. tax

Figure flattery in a
wonderful collection of
fashions for the petite

Prilltzess

fun when a new automatic
electric dishwasher takes over the work. Just
scrape your dishes,* and tuck them into the
dishwasher along with the glassware and knives and
forks. Add soap, close the door, set the switch —
and forget about them.
You'll come back to find your dishes squeaky clean
and dry. Put in your finest china and glassware without worry, because nothing moves but the water.
Remember, the hotter the water, the cleaner your
dishes, glasses and silverware will be, and the less
ap4 to have water spots.
Our average dishwasher family, stacks breakfast
and lunch dishes in the dishwasher, actually uses it
only once or twice a day. If you've soiled lots of pots
and pans, let them wash while you're eating dinner.
So it's off to the early show, or into the living
room with the rest of the family when you've an
automatic electric dishwasher. And, like your other
electric appliances, it costs very little to operate.
ISHWASHING is

D

•

If you're 5'5"or under,
our Printzese fashions for the petite
are the solution to your wardrobe
problems. You'll love the way
these fashions are designed
and scaled to your height.
They're not just shorter in length,
they're proportionately shorter
all over. And of course,there's
the same superb tailoring
and the fine fabrics that have made
Printzese fashions the favorite
with women all over America.
Ours alone. Size,

Loma
MOW
?MN&NT vavvits'

Several monthly payments pt.t a strain on any family b ge.
Get the cash from us to pay your debts in full and hove only'
one small payment to make each month. Phone or coma in
't
and tell us how much you need.

114e Oat 20-1/towt4 Refteupoteot P44
Take as long as 20 months to repay your loon ,1 you
We'll help you arrange payments that fit your mrome.

PHONE 2881
W. MARKET ST.
Princeton, Ky. lEORGE R. WOODRUFF, Mgr,

Your entire kitchen can
be practical, and pretty
... . Of course, it's electric!

The Dishwashing Center is only one of the three electrk
time-saving centers in the kitchen. Build you: Preparation
Center around the electric refrigerator. Surround your range,
sink, and refrigerator with appropriate cabinets and work
surfaces.

*Good-bye To
Messy Garbage

Installation of a garbage disposal unit frees you fdrever
from odors, soggy paper sacks,
and unsightly kitchen garbage
cans. Scrape everything but cans
and bottles sato your disposal unit.
The unit grind, up the refuse, and
flushes it down the drain. It can be
used safely on properly sized septic
tank systems.

Complete your All-Electric kitchen by making an automet!
electric range the heart of your Cooking Center. It iln
r,tecessary to build your dream kitchen all at totecenter" at a time as you can afford it.

SEE THE ALL-ELECTRIC KITC.HEN A T YOUR
DEALER'S 111111

1or-2e.

Join

The Exclusive Ladies' Store
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
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eight million pelts a year.
family, by- n'
olgia is the United States'
(Ii
White tam lun,
anaville, Ind., visited J. 0. Belargest producer of kaolin, for use has increased mei,
shears Saturday.
since 1940.
as a paper and china clay.
. Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Franklin
'aro:
Spent siiaTwTth
a PPS

omantic

by

,

Stet lng Silver Club
$1.00 pelr week

our

WINSTEAD'S
Jewelers
C010464466,

1286 Men ind Women Striving To Serve You Better
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State Police

Take

Special Training
Appii,xiiiiiitely 30 members of
the Kentucky State Police are atucky a
tending a special 10-day training
ankfoi t— Kent
operated by the Deal farms
session at the University of Kenproduced
Welfare
of
rtMent
tucky. Sponsored by. the U. K. Exa93.45 worth of food during
_the „present tension
r.tsm0tt
talent,- ilia- a,h
went to the stables offers the troopers instruction
in
ear which
the mental and pental institu- legal responsibilities, traffic confor the benefit of the in- trol, first aid, accident investigaof tion
tee, F, C. Hurd, director,
and accident reports. Among
icultural production of the De- the instructors are
three agents
today.
said
Welfare,
rUnent ol
from the Federal Bureau of Indollar
valBurd compared the
vestigation and four members of
e of the production with cor- diana State Police. The school
es's:aiding figures for last year will continue through September
Inch was placed at $327,874.73. 2.
"The institutional farm proprogram is being enlarged, intensified and improved," said Hurd.
'More land has been added, 221
head (xf beef cattle have been
bought, better hop and dairy cattle have been placed on some of
the farms, two 'Irrigation systems
have been provided, extensive soil
conservation programs are under
way at the State Reformatory,
r

CALL US FOR
PROMPT, SAFE

NEY..CAN YOU STEER ME RIGHT OW
NEATiNG MY WOUSE COMFORTADLY?
41
•

LONG-DISTANCE •
MOVING SERVICE

TOtLOW ACUUM..WiRL KADIN'
FOR THE MAW WfTTI ALL TwEAwswati
.YOU EeliTiED LENNOX 0Laittret

okor.1.4 Aron. Foe

Arnold Ligon Truck Line
Contact
JAMES D. MASHBURN
Prime:See, 8,y.
2016

Colonel Frets Ovtr. Film MP
London
The man slouched on the bench at London's Waterloo station was Just what a
military policeman should not be:

If you are planning to bai becue
spareribs outdoors you'll need
Visit University
ribs for
Four educators from Africa, in about half a pound of
each
Person
this bountry for an internal education conference, last week were
visitors at the University of Kentucky. The group included E. G.
Mantel-be, president of the Univeraity sif Natal, South _211..ilaa;.
TO-protert-its---clients
John Wilson, principal of a teachthe insurance agent
ers college at Winneba, British
must be always alert
West Africa; J. L. Pretorius, superintendent of the Dutch Reformto the true value of
ed Church Mission, Mkhoma, Nyanew forms of insursaland, and Mrs. Pretorius. The
ance offered to the
visiting educators were particupublic. Our constant
larly interested in the Unlversistudy of them is anty's Sloan Experiment, a project
other advantage of
for improving dietary practices
dealing through this
threugh the education of childagency.
ren.
African Educators

Cap over eyes, buttons undone,
cigarette dangling from lips. The
obvious colonel in civilian clothes
atil .7.v(Ili
litron7
"Stand up man," he said. "What
do you mean by setting such a
slovenly example?"
"Eh, chum?" murmured the reclining figure.
"Darnmit sir, what's your number? Who's your Co.?" bellowed
the colonel.
"Now look here, mate ..."
At that moment he was called
to take )is place with other extras on the station platform for
filming another scene in "Seven
days to Noon., The colonel,
speechless and scarlet, retreated.
Kentucky State Hospital and Western State Hospital and a general
farm improvement program is being established at Kentucky State
Hospital."
Farm production generally, was
up this year over last year, Burd
added, showing the following
comparative figures:
,
Fruits and vegetables harvested
first six months, 1949, 843,049
pounds; lest year 519,269 pounds.
Milk production, first
six
months 1949, 2,447,741 pounds;
same period last year, 2,164,006
pounds.
Slaughtered meat, 261,562
pounds; 191,165 pounds.
Eggs produced, 26,546 dozen so
far this year; last year 12,882 dozen.
Livestock on all state welfare
farms totaled 3,433 head June 30,
1949; last year it was 2,866 head.
Hurd continued the thought,
too, that salaries for farm employes have been increased, farm
personnel has been improved,
more and better farm machinery
has been bought and improved
farm practices have been emphasized. Field crops harvested
this year totalled 2,767,357 pounds,
compared with last year's halfyear total of 2,525,053 pounds;
A central feed mixing plant has
been installed at the State Reformatory, equipped to mix dairy
feed, hog and poultry feed for all
the institutions.
On another front, Central State
Hospital's peach crap, in the past
almost non-productive, was the
largest in history this year with
more than 6,000 gallons of peaches
being canned.

WAITKUS RECUPERATING: Eddie Waitkus (left), Philadelphia
Phillies first baseman, at his Melrose, Mass., home for a few days
while recuperating from a gunshot wound received from a girl fan
last June in a Chicago hotel, shows three little girls that he can
still swing a bat. Left to right are: Waitkus, Betty, 6, Susan, 8, and
Barbara Zins, II, all sisters of Melrose. (AP Wirephoto)

Clean House For
New Pullet Flock
Clean and disinfect the laying
house before putting in the new
pullets. This is the way C. E. HarHA of the College of Agriculture
and Home Economics, University
of Kentucky, says to do it:
Scrub the floor with lye water,
using one can of lye to 13 gallons
of water. Then spray with any
of the coal-tar dips, using a pint
to 2 1-2 gallons of water.
As soon as the house is
thoroughly dry, put a coat of onslaked lime on the floor and then
cover with 8 to 10 inches of sawdust or shavings. ,
Disinfect feeders and waterers
and place waterers on a wire or
slotted platform. Put the feeders
just high enough so that the pullets can eat by standing on the
floor.

Several Approve
Salary Limit Raise

Frankfort — The proposal to
raise the present constitutional
limit on official salaries for state
and local officials has drawn
widespread sui*ort from divergent groups representing
all
shades of opinion and belief,
according to John Henry Cox,
Madisonville.
Mr. Cox, business man and
former Farm Bureau
official,
heads the campaign for ratification of the amendment that is to
N
be voted on by the people this
fall. The amendment would substitute for the present $5,000
limitation on salaries the following scale:
Statewide officials, $12,000;
Circuit judges, $8,400; county officials, $7,200.
"Many thoughtful Kentuckians
Accidents Get Their Goat
Munish—AP—Col. James H. have long felt the need of raising
Kelly, of Chicago, Illinois, Di- the level of official salaries, and
..ector of the U. S. Military Gov- such a proposal now has been subernment of Munich, found a new mitted to the people by their repmeans of assisting the Army's resentatives in the General Assafety drive.
Besides giving sembly," said Cox. "The proposawards to the unit with the least ed amendment is worthy of every
number of traffic accidents each consideration,
litiLEHIDE CORDUROY SHINGLES
$7.50 per sq.
month, he punishes the 'unit with
"In the field of agriculture, pubMULEHIDE ROOF COATING, 5 gal lots
75e per gal.
the greatest number by making lic health, education, road buildCASEIN PAINT
2.79 per gal.
its soldiers care for an evil-smell- ing and many other fields the preASPHALT TILE, 9x9 blocks, each
Sc up
ing billy-goat for thirty days.
sent salary limitation has had a
WALLPAPER, per single roll
124e up
crippling effect. The new amend634e
STANDARD ROCK WOOL BATTS, per foot
ment seeks to bring about more
Princeton
Marion
U. K. Men Receive
equity in such matters.
Honorary Degrees
"The new amendment does not
If phone No. 2680 will
Three members of the Univer- blow the lid off in the field of
sity of Kentucky faculty have salaries. It merely authorizes the
call this office by Satrecently been named recipients General Assembly to set new
urday noon they will
of honorary degrees by other 'limits. My past experience as a
receive 1 qt. of Waruniversities. Dean Thomas P. member of that body, together
Cooper of the College of Agricul- Fah my personal knowledge of
ren's 4-hr. Enamel.
ture was awarded a Doctor of their conservative traits, indicates
Science degree by the Universi- to me that the lawmakers will not
SPECIAL
ty of Minnesota; Dr. Thomas D. throw to the winds the taxpayers
UTILITY SHEATING, per hundred board feet....$4.50
Clark, head of the History De- money."
This dry and dressed lumber in pine and hardwoods
The newly formed Committee
partment, a Doctor of Letters
degree by Lincoln Memorial to obtain ratification of the salUniversity,
Harrogate, Tenn., ary amendment, which met in
and A. B. Guthrie, Lexington Louisville a few days ago, includnovelist now a member of the ed representatives of the followU. K. English department staff, ing organizations:
For over 40 years we
Democratic State Central Cena Doctor of Letters degree by
have stayed and paid
tral Executive Committee, Repubthe University of Montana.
lican State Central Committee,
Kentucky Medical Society, State
Department of Health, Kentucky
Farm Press, Kentucky Bar Association, Constitutional Review
Commission, Committee for 1,000,
Kentucky Education Association,
Railroad Brotherhoods, American
Federation of Labor, United Mine
Workers of America, Congress of
Industrial Organizations.
Kentucky League of Women
Voters, Louisville League of Woment Voters, Kentucky FederaDrive through high water...Start instantly in dampest weather!
tion of Women Clubs, Business
You can't stall this amazing Chrysler High Compression
and Professional Women's Clubs,
Kentucky Crippled Children's
Spitfire Engine ewn ifyou play a hose on it!
Commission, Kentucky Tuberculosis Association, Catholic ParentTeachers Association, Committee,
r-4"1.11 Latest end greatest development in high compression! Pioneered by Chrysler engineers who
for Kentucky and Kentucky Canfirst introduced high compression to America 25
cer Society.
years ago! Featuring still higher compression
Chrysler's mighty Spitfire again steps years ahead.
Now you get eompletely waterproofed ignition system, coil,
distributor, wiring-harness, Spark Plugs—everything!
And again our developments in engine protection keep pace
with our advances in performance! Full Pressure Lubrication prolongs engine life. Exclusive Full Flow Oil
Filter keeps oil so clean that a change is necessary
only every 5,000 miles. Chemically treated cylinders
reduce cylinder wall scoring, save on oil. New Wide.
Gap Resistor Spark Plms cut misfiring, conserve
fuel. Superfinish reduce• wear of moving
parts. And these are only • few of the
Chrysler engineering "firsts" the others
can't match. Phone us today for
• demonstration.

TRIG /S OUR POLICY
Al/14/0 PRIDE —
OUR PATRONS MUST
!
BE SATISF/ED

è'iW

ti

One of the nation's leading educators in a speech last week at
the University of Kentucky urged
the abolishment of Kentucky's
Armada/nit- satary-ti nit-tartan- fmstate officials.
The speaker, Dr. Henry II. Hill,
former Kentuckian who now is
president of George.Peabody College for Teachers, Nashville, was
addressing the 533 members of
the University's summer graduating class and their guests.
"I can understand," he said,
"why ignorant or jealous or narrow-minded citizens might reruse to vote to abolish the $5000
limit on the salaries of officials,
Salted peanuts are delicious
but not why educated or well inadded to a cabbage salad. Good,
formed people will do so,
"Do the skilled laborers of Ken- too, with grated carrots And raistucky whose wages now double ins. Youngsters like the latter
and triple those of a decade ago mixture in sandwiches also.
actually want officials to have
what is in effect a 50 percent salary cut?" he asked. "Do the farmers who for a decade have had
more money. than ever before—
money largely guaranteed by all
of us through our government-do they really insist that a few
hundred officials shall not share
in such prosperity? Do they who
pay any required salary for key
men really think government or
education can be much better
when only those who can be secured at half price are employed?
"If so," he answered, "then we
are hardly yet in midpassage ii
education in Kentucky, For the
education of the future certainly
will have to teach men and women enlightened selfishness, if
unselfishness really be unobtainable. The kind of education off
which I'm speaking extends beyond books. It involves social vision and action throughout life. It
must extend throughout life. It
doea approach that ideal for some
people."

COMPLETE INSURANCE SERVICE
Assmm=
ammoIII NISI NAM,Sr "

When In Hopkinsville

'Add grated Swiss cheese to a
cream sauce for cabbage or cauliflower. The creamed vegetable
may then be put in a casserole,
topped with buttered bread or
cracker crumbs, and baked.

Make

Wood's Drug Store
Your Shopping Center
Air Conditioned, Comfortable Chairs,
Friendly Atmosphere
Always Visit Us When In Town

C. A. Woodall
Insurance Agency

.

PRESTOMA TIC

?Lan PRIVIO
. Ardor eiarei

MANTA/15310N

Rugged,compact
low-priced, Full-sized
duplicating area. ManuoR1
operated. Produces
Legible ooples in dens*
black or color. For use
with all mokes of suitable
stencil duplicating products.
Come in or call.

HOWARD D. HAPPY CO.,
704 8. Main St.
HOPKINSVILLE

WANT CHEAPER
FEED PRICES?
Come by and let us figure with you
SPECIALS THIS WEEK
$3.30
lgleheart Shorts
3.05
lgleheart Bran
5.35
Soybean Oil Meal
Growing
Mash,
Purina Chowmix
4.10
Prints
Dress
Purina Chowmix Laying Mash Dress Prints 4.15
Both of above in burlap bags at 25c less

Purina Chow Mix Hog Ration, Dress Prints 4.20
18% Home Town All Purpose Poultry Mash,
Dress Prints
15% Home Town Complete Hog Ration,
Dress Prints
3.90
A complete line of Purina Chows, Sanitation
Products and Poultry Equipment.
Also a complete line of Knox Brand Wheat and
Alfalfa Fertilizers.
It will pay you in a big way to buy all your feeds
from us.
And if you have corn bring it and let us mix your
feed. You can always save by using your own
home grown grain.

Try Us Today - - - Inspect Our Feeds - - - We can
show you more profit.

PRINCETON MILLS
GARDNER WHITE, Prop.

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
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Honored At Several
Pre-Nuptial Parties

Fredonia Ladies Aid
Meets With Mrs Riley

Thursday, August
25,

pwaonazt

Mrs ,Jirniny
Mr. and

Mrs

19

visiting Mrs. Clay
Wilssn wiu 10144
Jerome Isaacs,' laville
last weekend

JOrtalsi Is

ts
tgroasa who is In
Miss Gertrude Richie, Who beThe L u,ties Ad, Fredonia
Mr, and Mrs. Anson KuykenSt J9So.h
Presbyterian dall end
came a bride Sunday, was hon- Cumberland
:Fren'
ch,BiFrench, Memphis, Tenn., firma ry
Mrs. J. 14. Leech, W.
ored last week at several pre- Church, met last Thursday night
NOTE: Please tail No. 2141 and glve Items for this page to whoever answers the phone...
was
street,
Main
the
guest
have
returned
teat wekend of
home
to •apedlte handling
Mr. and Mrs. '1•syto
nuptial parties. Monday night a at the home of 'Mrs. Allen Riley after three
of the news.
a
week's visit in Sar- his mother, Mrs. Ethel French.
r y
Present
Mesdame
Russell
were
were the Sunday cue*
s
surprise kitchen shower was giv• • •
ofiN
santa
Bartow,
and
Flu.
They
parent.,
en at her home by the neighbors. Melton, Eut lid Quertermouiti
and
Mint Judy 'Russell, Paducah,_
DeBoe-Cayce
• Pool-Stallins
Miscellaneous Shower
About 90 were present-, Many Charles Queriermous Malcom were guests of.litr. and Mrsi...-Jos- was
que lest —weekend of
The marriage of Miss Hilda
• ..
Mr. an d Mrs. Dewey Pool,
A missullauouus shower was others who could not attend sent Blackburn, Itay Blackburn, Jim eph Stevens and Mr. and Mn. Lou Nell Russell.
Weldon Stephens, respectively.
tti if
Mae DeBoe, daughter of Mrs. Dawson Road, announce the given
iit Mr.air-rti-Beth(;anniaw
Blackbu
Noble
Paul
West,
rn,
gifts.
• • •
l:
aytA 16,..1:in honor of Miss Gertrude
:
born, Tenn., is
Roberta DeBo e, 608 Varmint marriage of their daughter,
• • •
Tuesday night Miss Lou Nell Paris, Amble Fuller, Essie Ruckvisiting ik.7
Miss Clara Mason, HopkinsMessrs.
Cherry,
Hugh
Sr.,
H.
Trace, and Willard Ray Carl Juanita, to Charles Stallins, son Richie,- Princeton, by Miss Ann Russell entertained in honor
Mrs.
W. M. Pickering
of er, Ruth Dunning, C. T. Henson, W. Nichols and James Catlett villa, was the Sunday guest of
no%
took place Saturday afternoon, of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Stallins, Lilly at 3:00, August 11 at her the bride-to-be. Guest
s were Ray Wigginton, Jim Brooks, T. teturned Sunday night from
her
sister,
Mrs.
Rubye
Spurlock
.
a
home on 205 North College Misses Jane Stalling
August, 6, in the First Baptist Dawson Road.
Akridge
R.
Smith
and
Lowery
s, Barbara
• • •
10-day fishing trip In Canada.
Church, the Rev. H. G. M. HatmMissaes117e.
E vMely
Orsne tw
Beshears and Judy Russell, Pa- and the hostess.
The cermony took place Sat- Street, Marion.
ang
• • •
• • •
ler performing the single ring urday afternoon in Hopkinsville.
Miss Wenonah Mate, a class- ducah, Mrs. Charles
Guess, and
Mr,
and
Mrs.
Claude Robinson Alberta
Mrs.
Walter
Carter
and
Misses
mate
ceremony.
Misses
of
Richie
and
Lilly the guest-of-honor.
Templeton gad
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Russell were
Leader Congratulates
Marie and Mildred Carter were and Mr. and Mrs. Billy Gresham Ladd are
served punch to each guest as
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Glass were the only attendants.
vacationing thi,
Miss Judy Pruett entertained
Mr.
were
and
Mrs.
Paducah
in
Robert
Brown,
Sunday.
the
Sunday
guests
in
Mrs.
of
Carthe only attendants.
Chicago,
The bride, who is a graduate of at Western Ky. State College, with a bridge party Wednesday
Elkton,
ter's
Mrs.
niece,
Eugene
on
the
Robards,
'birth of a son,
The bride wore white with Butler High School and is now she arrived. Appropriate games afternoon at her
home. High
and family, Madisonville.
brown accessories and a shoul- employed at Koltinsky's Groc- were played and winners of the score prize went
to Miss Mary Itoberl Steven, August 11, at
•
•
•
der bouquet of sweet peas.
ery, wore white with white and prizes were Misses Lou Russell Leta Hamby, low score prize to Jennie Stuart Hospital, HopkinsMr. and Mrs. John Miller and
Mrs. Cayce is a junior at But- silver accessories. Mr. Stallins is and Dot Brasher.
Miss Patsy Horn. Miss Richie re- villa. Mr. and Mrs. Wylie Brown, son,
Fort Knox, were the weekler High School.
After
the opening of the gifts ceived a guest prize.
employed by Stallins and KenPlaying at of the Eddy Creek community, end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Orrefreshments, carrying out the the two tables
The bridegroom, the son of Mr. nedy Electrical Appliances.
were Misses Sara are paternal grandparents.
land Newson.
and Mrs. Forest Cayce, near
Mr. and Mrs. Stallins are at color scheme of pink and white, Richie, Dottie Deen, Cynthia
Lamasco, attended Lam a sc o home at the home of the bride- were served to each guest. Misses Cunningham,
Nancy Cardin,
school.
Bobbie Jean Brent and Joel Lilly Hamby, Horn and
groom's parents.
Richie and
After a short wedding trip Mr.
assisted with the refreshments. 'Mrs. Reg Catlett.
A salad course
and Mrs. Cayce are at home at
The guest list included: Misses was served during
the afternoon,
Miscellaneous Shower
811 Mechanic street.
Leta Hamy, Sue Farmer, Virginia Satterfield, Wanda CumGiven For Newly-Weds
A miscellaneous shower in mins, Lou Russell, Joan Watson, Celebrates 90th Birthday
Picnic Honors
Mr. F. B. Wagoner celebrated
honor of Mr. and Mrs. Willard Dottie Dean, Joan Pickering, Pat
Visitors Here
Cayce, newly-weds, was given Horn, Sara Richie, Jane Stallins, his 90th :birthday Sunday, Aug.
21, at his home on Donivan street
Mrs. J. A. Steger, Mrs. Guy Friday night, Aug. 12, at the Barbara Beshears
, Judy Pruett,
with a dinner.
Martin and Mrs. Rumaey Taylor home of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Clernma Keeney,
By special arrangements
It shows eiwatiomm of
and Gertrude
yaw
Present were Mr. George Lile,
were hostesses at a picnic Sun- Ladd, 513 Varmint Trace
weber and if they may b. d.
with Dr. Win. M. &loll.
road. Richie, of Princeton.
mums of row foot
Mrs.
world-not
Foot
Authority
ed
day night, Aug. 20, in honor of Co-hostesses were Mesdam
Opel
.
mad 18q
Sherrd, Mrs. Emma
Mesdames Ernest Richie, Bob
es L.
palm; abows with Piestilit
one °this Special Ii eprv-ornt Carey, Mrs. Ivy Jameson, all of
Mr. and Mrs. James Steger and W. Bodenhamer, Thomas
curacy. not Only yopy
McCon- Kirk, Charles Guess, Kenneth
IUtt
&tires
(worn
Chicago
Headshoe else and iyilth, be ia,
daughters of Abingdon, Va., who nell and Roberta DeBoe.
Prescott; and Claud Anderson of Greenville; Mr. and Mrs. Roy
quarters will be here to
proper shape shoes you slios9
Lile
and
are visiting here.
son,
Miss
Effie
Among those present were Mr. Princeton.
Grace,
wear tor all day foot eme.
assist our regular staff in
Mr. Willie Lile, all of Hopkins
Guests were Mr. and Mrs. W. add Mrs. Curtis Canada,
rendering this Free PedoMiss Wenonah White of LouisMrs.
If you bays coma,ealamia
yule; Mrs. Emma Creenk,
C. Sparks and son, Bill, Mrs. R. Charlie Garrett, Mr.
graphic Foot Test Service.
bunions„ weak m fallen
Dayand Mrs. W. ville; Miss Jonell Wakeland;
ear
ton, 0.
S. Robertson, Mr. a n d Mrs. S. Robinson, Mrs.
or any oommo• foot troth
Lela Copeland, Greenville; Miss Dot Brasher,
you will be shove Ism
Mr. Olif Wells, Mr. and
George Eldred and son, John Mrs. Argus Lane,
aillet
Gilbertsv
Mrs.
ille; Miss Nelda LamWanda Sue
el foot •offeries bane laud
Hanson Bass, Mr. and Mrs.
Shelley, Mrs. Eugene Seaton, Mr. DeBoe, Mr. and
sick• inespynei•e relief
HerMrs. Clifton bert, Providence; Misses Jo
12 year old twins - - Firebrand Evangelists
shel Johnson and son, all of
Rumsey Taylor, Fred and Nancy Jones, Mrs. L. W. Bodenha
the use of Dv Scholl',
Hoprner, Brummal, Sue Hillyard, and
Comfort Hamwines sad Ana
- - Hear these boys as they preach and pray for
kinsville, Route 7; Mr. and Mrs.
Taylor, Charlie Cousar, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas McConne
&worm
ll, Mrs. Delphine Cunningham, of ClinElbert Shartier and three
Mrs. James Stager's daughters, Myrtle Dunning
the sick, also sing and play their music.
chil, Mrs. Flora Ho- ton; Mrs. Jerald W:nters of NewCOAV IARtY Of PHONI
dren, Mrs. Lorene Farley,
Evelyn and Martha Ann, Mx. and gan, Mrs. Claude
burg,
Mrs.
N.
Y., and Mrs. Holbrook
Brasher, JimNO COST OR
POO AN APPOKININI
Lena Johnson and Mr. and
Mrs. Guy Martin's children, Ma- mie Brasher, Mr.
Hults,
Mrs.
Memphis, Tenn.
and Mrs. Frank
F B. Wagoner, all of Princeto
ry Burt and Guy, Jr., end Betty Gardner, Mrs.
n.
Mesdames Harold Corley, B. T.
Lillian Oliver and
Jo Linton.
Services each night at 7:30 p. m. at
children; Mrs. Beatrice Holsap- Belt, Jimmie Dunning, B. T. LilSurpri
se
Dinner Given
ple, Mrs. Garrett Boone, H. V. ly, and J. C. Lilly; Misses Bobbie
A surprise birthday di nner
Mrs. Don Boitnott and chil- Radford
Gene Radford, Mrs Lo- Brent, Barbara Mayberry, Joel
was given Sunday at she
dren, Princeton, and Mrs. Reg rene Fraley,
home
Lilly,
Rosa
Anna Hogan, Mr.
Lilly, Joan Beaimear, of Mr.
Rice and children, Fond du Lac, and Mrs.
and Mrs. George Franklin
Jeff Glass, Mr. and Mrs. and Ann Lilly, Marion.
Madisonville St.
in honor of the 74th
Wis., have returned from a trip Cecil Ladd,
birthday
Mrs. Annie Carrol,
to Sarasota, Fla.
annivers
ary
of
Mrs.
Cora ZleMrs. Roberta De/doe, Bettie Jean
Rev. W. E. Cunningham, Pastor
Picnic Is Given For
Neeley.

rat Mrs. Jam
ughters, Mart
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BILL AND BOB McCOOL

FREE FOOT TEST

Saturday,
Aug. 27
=sump

BEGINNING AUGUST 30th

PRINCETON SHOE CO.

PRINCETON HOLINESS CHURCH

Ms. 2961 — Itith C
sery &Mtn in mei
Wane Mahogany.

Out-Of-State Guests

ChoVte
it9.ctda, LJtQJTt frn,Ttufrte,

mid -sizes
-A/40- tabkayt,

A picnic in honor of Mr. and
Mrs. Sam McElveen and Mrs.
J. M. McCormick, Jackson, Miss.,
and Mrs. Sam Hekk, Grayville,
Ill., was given by Mr. and Mrs.
V. E. Coleman ,Thursday evening
on the lawn of their Fredonia
home. Attending were Mr. and
Mrs. McEiveen, Mrs. McCormick,
Mrs. Hekk and Mr. and Mrs.
John F. Rice.

;At

our exciting new
fall collection of

Sharber, Mrs. Okie Parker, Mrs.
Grace Sheffer, Mrs. Brady Sigler, Mrs. Elbert Workman and
the guests-ofshonor.
Many gifts also were received
from those who could not attend.

Cfahik 44
JUNIORS

Try a Leader Classified Ad!

A trio of colorful casuals from

krtnont 410/6-gy We
,

our gay array of new arrivals

DRESS UP WITH

that belong in every campus-bound

Made.%
TICZT

wardrobe! Come, see the other
beauties, styled in the

MATCHED KHAKI
SHIRTS AND PANTS

Inimitable Carole King manner for
daytime, clseptime, date-time!

°titer
&role King
Juniors
from $3.95
in all
fabrics ..
for all
occasions
• MERCERIZED FINISH
• VAT-DYED
•SANFORIZED
•TAILORED TO FIT

114443 TEST Shirts
Dress Shirt Construction combining sturdiness with style,
comfort and Fit.

i4fa414K TEST Pants
Cross shirring makes detail in the very height of
!fashion oa peplum, collar and shoulder of • onepiece dress. . . in a Fall season when texture is'
pet. This is Peg Palmer's slimming, sleek:
flattery in deb rayon crepe Gem brown,blue
.
arm in vises mid-16 s mid-Z2.
$12•95
•
Miami bi

icon,fkaarkepiala
(INN Peg kolas:alfeint/pm me

Sala elotd eliga /Vali
Princeton, Kentucky

Full cut and tailored to fit ...
Guaranteed to give satisfaction.

CAMPUS CAPERER

-FIESTA

$6.00
Per
Set

As gay as a holiday in OW Mex.'
ico. Deep yoke and three-quarter
length sleeves are brightly striped
In Gaucho colors. Fabric is afl
wool worsted jersey. Junior sizes
k9 to

15

$169S

has of being universally becoca
ingi E
ntron
xclusive
plaid
in junjorw
Carole
King wool
:te/
and
,9 to 15_
$1295
SMART ELECTIVE
wise choke for a gay

FINKEL'S
AIR STORE
"Where Your $$
Have More Cents'

& casual whose,theu
at
bea htaypl,
iie;winayks
it

"Princeton's Finest Dept. Store"

college Nfir I
ahead1 Ptight wool and rayon
plaid Jacket tom a slim Iridesierit
wool sod rayon skirt
ExclualVe
Carole King pastern- Junior
the.
7 so 13
$1495

II. 2362 — Coen
tion Almon and
mat. Abs in Limed
No. 2392

Years Depends

1949
rgloy, August 25,

k

N.
Talley, Jr., who has been
working in a hospital, Nashville,
Tenn., is here visiting his parents, Mr. and Mni. N. II. °Palley,
James L. Steger
Sr., before returning to medical
aid Mrs.
iughters, Martha Arm and school this fall.
Abingdon, Va., are visit• • •
Stegers mother, Mrs.
Mrs. Maureen Meadows and
sr and his sister, Mrs. son, Otnry Dale, have returned
after visiting Mrs. Meadows' sister, Mr& Mabin Gore, and Mr.
home econo- Core, Lorain, 0.
Monthe
sifield, was
Mrs. H. E. Butler
Miss Ann
WeehingA. Goodwin.
ton, D. C., is vacationing here
s. • •
as the guest of her mother, Mrs.
Gannini is vacationing W. E. Majors.
Mrs
and
Mr.
se, parents.
Giasnini, Sr. He plans to
Mr. and *Mrs.
. °Frank Ashby
dental school, Louisville, and Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow Ash-

As

Advertised
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by and daughter, Judy, left last
Mrs. Nacke Recuperating
Mrs. Eugene Seaton, Paducah,
Wayne Chandler To
Mrs, Albert Nacke is recuperweek for ritaciass Ariz.. Mr. and is visiting her daughter, Mrs.
Teach In Lyon County
ating satisfactorily at home after
Mrs. Frank A.sliby will remain George Eldred and family, N.
'Hs'
F
CHRISTIAN
Wayne Chandler has accepted being confined to the Princeton
there indefinitely bovause of Mr. Seminary street
Mrs. Mildred C. Tyrie
Bible School, 9:45 o'clock.
Funeral services wete conduct- a position as mathematics teach- Hospital a few days this weak.
Artiby's health.
• •
Worship Service, 11 o'clock
ed Sunday, Aug, 21, at Morgan's er at Lyon County Senior High
Mr. and Mrs. William Satter• • •
CYF, 6 o'clock.
Funeral Home for Mrs. Mildred School, Kultawa, Mr. Chandler Nicholson Transferred
MItib CiEftleYleVe Snider, Lex- field and sons, Billy end Bobby,
Sgt. Raymond Nicholson of the
Ann Carrier Tyrie, former resi- received his Bachelor of Science
ington, was the gut last week Owensboro, are the guests this PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
here, who died it the home in Industrial Chemistry this recruiting office here has been
dent
of her sister, Miss Patricia Sni- week of Mr. Satterfield's mother,
Old Madisonville Road, Rev
der.
Mrs. Guy Satterfield, and Mrs. William E. Cunningham. pastor. of a daughter, Mrs. Robert Fish- month from the University of transferred to the Owenabors
er, Chattanooga, Tenn., Friday, Kentucky, Lexington. He is the office. Sgt. Albert Nacke is now
Satterfield's mother and sister,
Sunday School 9:45 st.m.,
• • •
son of Mr. and Mrs. E. 13. Chand- sergeant-In-charge at the offis,,
Miss Margaret Ann Cardwell, Mrs. 'Martha Hughes and Mrs.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. Aug. 19. Rev, Rosiolph Lane was
ler.
here.
In
services.
the
of
charge
Paducah, visited Miss Dot Rus- Claude Koltinsky.
Young People's Service 6:00
-TyMrs.
1866,
27,
May
Born
sell last week.
p.m
• • •
Enters Nashville Hospital
Mrs. Guy Stephens returned
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m. rie married Robert Tyrie, of Dick Rice Is III
• • •
Gordon Moore, Fredonia, has
Dick Rice has been ill several
Mrs. G. Homer Brawn was in last week to her home in Blackprayer this county, in 1884. She is surWednesday evening
vived by two daughters, Mrs. days at the home of his parents, entered a Nashville, Tenn., hosPaducah Sunday afternoon to vi- foot, Id., after spending the sum- service 7:00 p.m.
treatsit B. C. McKinney, former resi- mer with her mother, Mrs. SalSaturday, Evangelistic service Scott Jones, of Princeton, and Mr. and Mrs. John F. Rice, Fre- pital for observation and
ment.
Mrs. J. R. Fisher, of Chattannoga, donia.
dent, who is seriously ill of a lie P. Catlett.
7:00 p.m.
Tenn.; a brother, two grandchilheart ailment.
Youth Fellowship. 0 p.m.
ccc
• • •
dren, six great grandchildren
J. W. DeBoe is making an ex7:30 Evening Worship.
and one great-great grandchild.
Morning Worship, 11 ism.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Fixrnan, tended visit to his uncle, Clifton
Four children preceded her in
Metropolis, Ill., were the week- Jones, and Mrs. Jones, Evansdeath.
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Saul ville, Ind.
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
TELEPHONE 0783
410 S. MAIN
Mrs. Tyrie was ii member of
SUNDAY
Pogratsky.
* * *
the First Baptist Church.
9:45 o'clock, Sunday School
Mrs. Michael J. Alster and
HUDSON
Burial was in Fairview CemeMiss Nadine
e News
* om was the children, Susan and Greg, of WEDNESDAY
tery,
and Service
Sales
North
Service
7:30
Midweek
o'clock,
Princeton.
are
lB.,
her
Chicago,
visiting
Sunday afternoon guest of Miss
8:15 o'clock, Choir Practice
mondell Haile.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. S. GreDIAMOND T
OGDEN METHODIST
gory, Hopkinsville street.
•
• •
Pastor
Dr.
Brinson,
Summers
M. Stone, Jr.,J
Memphis
Sales and Service
* * *
William L. Stewart
Church School, 9:45 o'clock
Major and Mrs. Hugh S. Skees
Tenn., was the guest last weekWilliam L. Stewart, 69, died
Morning Worship, 10:45 o'clock
Wheel Alignment and Balancing
end of his mother, Mrs. Mary and children, Vesta and Hugh,
Thursday, Aug. 18, at his home
Methodist Youth Fellowship,
Stone, and his sister, Mrs. Gor- Jr., of Arlington, Va., are visiton Franklin street. Funeral serMotor Overhaul & Tune-Up
6 o'clock
ing relatives here.
don Glenn.
vices were conducted Friday at
Brake Service
Worship, 7 o'clock
Evening
* • *
Beech Grove Baptist Church, the
• • •
Wednesday Evening Service, 7 Rev.
Mr. and Mrs. Garnett Smith,
Axle Straightening
Leonard Young spent last
&
Frame
H.G.M. Hatler in charge.
week in Harvey, Ill., and Liber- Tulsa, Okla., are visiting Mr. and o'clock
Burial was in the church cemeKY.
HOPKINSVILLE,
tyville, Ill., visiting his aunts, Mrs. Feed Wadlington, Route 3.
termy. Mr. Stewart is survived
•
•
•
BAPTIST
FIRST
Mrs. John Hopson and Miss Betby his wife and several children.
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor.
Dr. and Mrs. K. L. Barnes and
ty Bridges.
School
Sunday
a.m.
9:45
children, Ken and Peggy, are
• • •
10:50 a.m. Morning'Service
Mrs. Reg Rice and children, spending this week in Pewee
0:45 p.m. Training Union
who have ben visiting relatives Valley and Beaver Dam.
• • •
here, will leave today to visit
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Cart- LEBANON BAPTIST
Mr. and Mrs. Reg Rice, Sr.,
tRev. Z. Cannon, pastor)
Owensboro, and from there re- wright and son, David, and Mrs.
Services held every second
BUY ON NEW,
turn to their home in Fond du James Glass and daughter, Norma, were in Nashville, Tenn., Saturday night at 7:30 o'clock
LOW, EASY TERMS! Lac, Wis.
and Sunday morning at 11
Saturday.
• • •
J'clock.
• • •
Mi. and Mrs. H. E. Butler visMitchell
Mr.
011ie
Mrs.
and
ited Mn. Butler's sisters, the
PAUL'S CATHOLIC,
Misses. Porter, Beaver Dam, Sun- and son, William Oscar, Miss ST.
Cladie Lamb and J. C. Beckett PRINCETON
day.
were the guests last Wednesday CHURCH OF THE IMMACUEach/
• • •
LATE CONCEPTION, EARLCharlie Causer, Chattanooga, of Mr. and Mrs. Howard York
INGTON
Tenn., is the guest of Fred Tay- and family, Louisville. The
First, third and fifth Sundays,
lor at the home of his parents, Yorks formerly lived in PrinceMass at 8 o'clock.
David
ton.
accompanied
York
Mr. and Mrs. Rumsey Taylor,
Second and fourth Sundays,
them home for a visit.
Locust street.
Mass at 10 o'clock.
Mrs. Phill.p SMitchell and
Holy Days, Mass at 7 o'clock.
a .'
Guy E. Martin,
Chicago, spens
daughter, Pa m, Madisonville, drUTWOOD VETERAN'S HOSLast weekend with his family
were the Monday guests of Mrs. PITAL CHAPEL
here at the home of Mrs. J. A
First, third and fifth Sundays,
P. L. Pruett.
Steger, Locust street.
Mass at 10:30 o'clock.
• • •
• • •
Mrs. Edwin Jacob and daughSecond and fourth Sundays,
Mrs Fannie Leach, of Hopters, 'Madisonville, visited Mrs. Mass at 8 o'clock.
kinsville, and Mrs. Minnie TayMallory Porter, Cobb, Monday.
Holy Days, Mass at 9 o'clock.
lor and daughter, Miss kitty
Rev. William Borntraeger is
Taylor, of Baton Rouge, La.,
is at the pastor and the Rev. Richard
" S
Miss BettyJoLiziton
visited Mrs. Fred Taylor, S. home of her parents, Dr. and Clements, assistant pastor, at
Phones: Day 2305; Night 3495 Seminary street, last Thursday. Mrs. Frank T. Linton, after at- these three churches.
tending summer school at Centre
College, Danville. Miss Linton CEDAR BLUFF BAPTIST
majored in music there.
Rev. J. T. Cunningham will
preach at Cedar Bluff Baptist
• • •
Mrs. Charles Ratliff left Tues- Church Sunday at 11 o'clock, it
day for Manitou, Colo.
is announced.
Miss Poppy Pickering is visiting her sister, Mrs. Buford Todd,
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Jr., and Mr. Todd, Hopkinsvilla.
George W. Filer, Pastor
Bible School, 9:45 a. m.
--Mr. and Mrs! Jennings Gore,
Worship service, 11 a. m.
Nashville, Tenn., were the weekC. Y. F., 6:30 p. m.
end guests of Mrs. Goza's parEvening worship, 7:30 p. m.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Carl Sparks.

At The Churches

Deaths & Funerals

WILLIE JONES GARAGE

in LIFE

MILK!
BUTTER
The Ideal Hot Weather Drink

YOUR CAWOf3
' IIE4U77,7
1
/

s. 31111
tory demon
African AI A

1,41,
•trLpod

So cooling ... so refreshing ... so wholesome...
A tgll, ice cold drink cf buttermilk is as welcome
there long, hot summer days as a plunge in the
favorite swimming hole!

6-/f/r.HOPE CHEST
lb. 2352 —
bon Alnum •ncl
Abu HI I -.nod Ook,
No 2.3S2.

AT YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD FOOD STORE
OR PHONE 2063

MORGAN'S
13 Years Dependable Service

ATTENTION!
PROPERTY OWNERS

We are closing out our stock on Porter Paints at

WHOLESALE PRICES
Outside White Paint contains 42 percent white lead.
SEE US FOR YOUR PAINT

Hodge Motor Sales
Phone 2093

W. Main St.

.Mr. and Mrs. James Todd, Mrs. Zuermuehlen Is
Maysville, spent several days
this week with her parents, Mr. Critically III In Hospital
Mrs. Margaret Zuerrnuehlen,
and Mrs. Hugh Wynn, Lamasco.
ill in the
Mrs. Todd is the former Joyccl Fredonia, is critically
Riverside Hospital, Paducah. Her
son, Freddie Zuermuehlen, and
• • •
Mrs. F. C. Burnett, Mr. and Mrs. Zuermuehlen have arrived
to be at
Mrs. W. H. Housman, Miss Pa- from Anderson, Ind.,
tricia Housman and Mrs. George her bedside.
Gardner, all of Mayfilecl, spent
Tuesday in Princeton. Mesdames Darnell Moved To
Burnett and Housman are
Frankfort Few Weeks
daughters of the late Dr. and
Trooper Marvin Darnell of the
Mrs. James B. Wright, of Prince- State Police has been called to
ton. Dr. Wright was a dentist
work at Frankfort several weeks.
here.
He is filling a vacancy which
was caused by another trooper's
Area Army Recruiters
entering school.

Whether z
She's a Stay-at- or a
Home

She needs our
STAR BRAND
SHOES*
THEY KEEP THEIR I
LOOKS...these Star Brand
Shoes have the style children
like, and they're made with
fine, quality leathers to keep
looking nght longer.
THEY WEAR AND WE4R
...because Star Brand Shoes
are made with extra reinforcements in vital parts.
Which means stronger shoes,
longer wearing shoes. Bring
your youngster in and let out
expert fitteei give you the
value you expect from shoes
... with Star Brand.

Meet Here Monthly
A meeting of army recruiting
personnel in this area was held
Saturday in the courthouse. The
group discueed problems of the
various stations and how to solve
them. A similar meeting is held
in Princeton each third Satyrs
day of the month. Stations in
the area are Princeton, May!leld,
Paducah, Hopkinsville, Madisonville, Henderson and Owensboro.

Preaches At Homecoming
Rev. James Walker, Belvidere, Ill., preached at Chapel
Hill Presbyterian Church Sunday for the annual homecoming.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Walker, Fredonia.
For a luncheon omelet add
sauted sliced mushrooms to the
eggs and cook as usual.

HUNTERS!

Slosh seedsal Polished leather hondsewn
act, thallsse reds, browns, new greens.
14swast pancake-Rol wedges! Such good
speck ...ond grand voltrosl
AS MEN IN GLA.PAOUR

\ "Fine Shoe c Fitted By X-Ray"

(
":214
°..swoo

For Your Hunting Supplies, see our complete stock
of cartridges rind shotgun shells.
Remington, Western Super-X and Peters High
Velocity.

Dunn & Oliver
N. E. Ct. Sq.

Phone 2662

Likes-toRoam

According to fist. and Slylo

Men's plain toe solid leather
WORK SHOE

$395
FINKEL'S
FAIR STORE

THF PRINCETON
Suit Prices Go Down

Ky. Farm News
George Dearen of Taylor county said Ladino clover supports
more hogs per acre than any other
pasture he has used.
Because of dry weather in
Breathitt county, farmers were
advised to plant soybeans as an
emergency hay crop.
R. E. Lloyd of Russell county
expects to harvest around 30,000
bushels of apples from his orchard of 7,500 trees.
W. J. French of Pulaski county produced 32 bushels of Vigo
wheat to the acre; he plans to
treat the seed and sow it this fall.
In Pike county, 2,200 feet qf
tile installed by G. W. Newsome
of Robinson Creek is working
well and creating interest in
drainage.
Approximately 33,700 feet of
tile have been laid in Elliott coun-

HOPKINSVILLE

wicarson

ty this year, affecting about 200
acres of bottomland.
In McLean county, 2,4-D was
used to spray about 3,000 acres of
corn, the rainy season preventing
the cultivation of many Halal.
J. Hal Clagett and Frank Adams
of Grayson county have respectively 5,000 and 6,000 turkeys.
The average yield of Vigo wheat
in Hickman county was 32 bushels
to the acre, a record seldom
equaled before.
The Union County Fair was CHAMP SWALLO
WER: Mike O'Shea is a young Irishman of
held Aug..2 to 5, the first such growing
fame, brought about by the fact. he can't seem to resist
event for more than 20 years.
the urge to swallow things. In only nine months—his entire life
One of the best corn crops in span—th
e youngster has downed (without a chaser) an anklet, a
Owsley county is on the farm of nipple
from his nursing bottle an ashtray of old cigarettes, a piece
Joe T. Morgan, where tile drainof adhesive tape, and the feet from his plaster of paris doll. He
age permitted such a crop for the topped
things off last week- at Kansas City, Kas., with a safety pin
firsk time on this field.
for dinner. Removing the obstacles doctors eyed him thoroughly
It is estimated that the tobacco with an x-ray
machine and came up with a picture of a fence
crop in Ballard county has been staple
in his intestine. Rut it don'. seem to bother Mike, who grins
damaged 25 percent or more by happily
from his crib, so they decided to let well enough alone.
wet season and disease.

Dairy Cattle Win
Trip For 4-H Girl

"Not More, But Better Merchandise"
exclusively yours
(Incorporated)

Dead Stock
WANTED
The Kentucky Rendering Works will pick
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge
and on sanitary trucks which are disinfected
daily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call
We pay all phone charges.

KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS
Princeton, Ky.

Walter Gilkerson ot Rowan
county figures that he saved
around $200 by using the 2,4-1)
spray outfit he bought for use on
his tractor. Results in weed-killing were excellent, as showed to
Farm Agent Adrian Razor. The
spray used was at the rate of a
half pint of 2.4-D to six gallons
of water.
Mr. Gilkerson said it would
have cost him $250 to $300 to have
hired labor to clear by hand the
weeds from 40 acres, while the
spraying cost $1.50 to $1•75 an
acre.

Members of 4-H clubs from all
over the state will have a prominent part In the 46th annual Kentucky State Fair Sept. 11-17, In
addition to exhibiting livestock,
canned and baked foods, clothing
and other products of their work,
several hundred 4-H boys and
girls will enter, livestock judging
contests.
A large number of Jersey, Holstein, Guernsey and Brown Swiss
dairy cattle will be exhibited by Botulism Disease
4-Hera, with a prize list totaling
several thousand dollars. A fea- Kills Much Stock
Many animals die every year
ture of the awards will be a trophy given by Harry F. Walters, on Kentucky farms from a disease
state commissioner of agriculture, known as botulism, once called
to the boy or girl scoring highest forage poisoning.
A new bulletin of the Agriculin a showmanship contest.
Members of 4-H clubs also will tural Experiment Station, Unishow hogs, sheep and chickens. versity of Kentucky, says feeds
In addition to competing in the most likely to be the source of
4-H show, many of them will en- the trouble include all kinds of
alleges; corn on cob, shelled or
ter animals in the open classes.
Teams of specially trained 4-H in the husk; other grains; corn
club boys and girls from about 100 fodder or stover; hays of all
counties will take part in the live- kinds, in the bale, stack or mow;
stock judging contest at the State spoiled vegetables and fruit, meat,
Fair. They will judge fat cattle, fish and the like, especially canhogs and sheep, chickens and ned foods, and contaminated wadairy cattle. The winning team in ter.
The bulletin deals with the
the fat stock judging contest will
receive a trophy from the Bour- cause, nature and diagnosis of the
bon Stock Yards Company; the disease and gives recommendatop team in the dairy cattle con- tions on prevention.
test, the Ewing von-Allmen Dairy Russia
Plans More Books
Company trophy, and the best
Moscow—AP—A big increase
team judging chickens, a trophy in the
number of books published
from the Kentucky Poultry Im- in the
Soviet Union is planned for
provement Association.
1950. The editorial council of the
The 4-H girls will ave their State
Publishing House of literausual displays of cannd vegeta- ture
said in the last pre-war year
bles, fruits, meats, jamk and jel- they
published 179 book titles
lies, clothing and room urnish- totaling
3,100,000 copies.
ings. These exhibits wilt be in
In 1950 it is proposed to pubthe Poultry Building.
lish 381 titles totaling 37,100,000
copies.

A herd of 12 Holstein cattle
owned by Betty Moser of OldMrs. Walter Osborne of Mason
ham county claims much attention and time of the 14-year-old county is handy with her needle,
member of the Brownsboro 4-H whether it is turning out dresses
Club, although she is carrying for herself, articles for her home
clothing, canning, housekeeping, or woi-k jackets for her husband.
In her livingroom are a davenroom improvement and health
projects, also. She plans to show port and two chairs fitted out
seven cows and heifers at the with professional-looking slipKentucky State Fair and other covers of floral, plain and striped
fabrics in wine and green to harfair§ till§ till.
Suggests Cisterns
stttyl iflterest in Holsteins be- monize with gray-green walls.
In a bedroom there is a chair
gan when she was too young tc
For
No-Well Farms
be a 4-H'er, and so helped older slipcovered in navy blue with
Farmers who have trouble getsisters take care of their calves. peach-color piping. A daybed has ting
wells probably would do betThen, in 1943, her father gave her large pillows covered in a color- ter
investing in a good cistern
ful blue and rose design. In anothone of her own.
rather than to spend money on
Last year, Betty won more than er bedroom, a dressing table made three or
four dry holes, thinks E.
from
an
old
washstan
$200 in prizes with five of her
d has a S. Holmes,
an agricultural enskirt
of
green
print.
The stool is
calves, including the district dairy
gineer at the College of Agriculchampionship and the junior made from a nail keg she covered ture
and Home Economies, Unichampionship at the State Fair. and lined for storage or small versity
of Kentucky.
Then she won a trip to Chicago articles.
In a few counties surveys have
Mrs. Osborne made effective
as a guest of the Curtis Candy
been made showing- where water
Company Farms, the only girl in use of unbleached muslin sheet- can be
found by drilling. These
ing
for
curtains.
Windows on the surveys
the United States winning such
usually
are accurate, Prof.
back
porch
are curtained in
a trip.
groups of five with tailored draw Holmes said.
A cistern can be made big
curtains. For bedroom windows,
Czech Mormons Celebrate
enough -to furnish water for the
she made the ruffled style.
Prague—AP — The Mormon
During the past few months, house and farm yardss according
Mission in Czechoslovakia celeshe made a tweed coat and match- to Prof. Holmes, but pastures
brated its 20th anniversary in
should have ponds, if the sail
ing skirt and several dresses
of will hold
Prague recently. About 200 memwater.
Cotton
and
rayon. For her husbers and friends of the mission
The size of a cistern is determfrom all parts of Czechoslovakia band she made three work jackets ined by the size
of the roof draincame to participate. The conven- of khaki denim.
A member of the Tuckahoe ing into it and by the number of
tion sent a telegram of thanks to
persons and Animals on the farm.
President Klement Gottwald for Homemakers Club since its be- Effort should
be made to have 40
ginning
in
1937,
Mrs.
Osborne has
state support of its operations.
completed most of the major pro- gallons of water a day a person.
40
gallons a cow or horse and six
jects in addition to sewing, such
as hooking rugs, refinishing furni- gallons for 500 chickens, Prof.
Holmes said. A family of
ture and canning.
sixpersons with three milk cows
and
500 chickens would need a
cistern
Two Shelby Farmers
holding about 12,000 gallons.

NOTICE!

TAXPAYERS
Tax Commissioner's Office Is Open
For Benefit of Taxpayers
it shall be the duty of the taxpayers to appear at the
Tax Commissioner's Office. Taxpayers are governed by
the following law, according to the Kentucky Statute
Section 132.220:
"It shall be the duty of persons owning or having
any interest in taxable property in Caldwell County to
appear before the tax commissioner between July 1
and September 1, '1949, and have same listed."

Mrs. S. J. Larkins

Buy Television Sets

The purchase of two television
sets for Shelby county farm
homes is reported by Dorothy S.
Craig, the county's home demonstration agent. Electric blankets
and hair dryers also are among
recent purchases of members of
Shelby county homemakers clubs.
Sixty-five percent of the members of homemakers clubs in Shelby county have put in new equipment this year, according to Miss
Craig. Included were 13 refrigerators, 18 stoves, 15 water heaters, 14 mixers, 2 milk coolers,
8
irons, 2 brooders, 4 sweepers,
8
home freezers and several
floor
polishers, hot plates and power
mowers.
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More and Better
Telephone Service for
Kentucky

children,

mrs. Herb

John Parr,
'Mrs. C. A.
dgenville.
o
and Mrs. W

Young,

Rice and
rS Sara
McCormick,

FAMILIAR SIGHTS in the cities, towns
and
rural sections of Kentucky are telephone folk,
building new facilities to make your telephone
service bigger and better.
New buildings being erected ... new central
office facilities being installed . . . more poles,
more cable going into use . more and more of
what it takes to improve and enlarge the tele
phone network so vitally important to the growth
aad prosperity of the state.

West Sevent

Our postwar program of construction of new
facilities is the largest in the history of the state.
And it is producing abundant results—providing
telephones for more and more people,improving
service for all telephone users.
The demand for telephone senice has been
several times greater than before the war. So has
our construction program to meet that demand!
And all this expanding activity is focused on A
single goal—to give the people of Kentucky the
finest telephone service it is possible to provide.
C. J. Yates,
Kentucky Manager

Thompson Phosphate Co.
Chicago. Ill.

SOUTHERN SILL TELEPHONE AND

TELEGRAPH

COMPANY

Your Clothes Need Frequent

DRY CLEANING

CALL Et
MARK CUNNINGHAM. Apt
Complete I nsurancs Service

I

ss

III W. Market St.

You feel better, look better if your clothes are fresh and dean.

FIBERGLAS
Blowing Wool
Is Naturally Better
Four inches of Fiberglas Blowing Wool is equal
to 12 feet solid masonry.
The BEST home appliances today are Fiberglas
insulated. Ships, planes, buses and trains are
insulated with Fiberglas.
Guaranteed life of building against settling,
moisture and rot. Provides no food for rodents
or varmints.

Keep them spic and span by frequent dry cleaning.

Since our service costs no more, why buy less
than the fine cleaning we offer? Ours is
quality cleaning throughout

from the first

step to the last.

tiOtkies as o
and winter
)0uPe gray,
rows .4

0. BERKLEY
Paducah, Ky.

Phone 275

FOR ROOFING AND SIDEWALL WORK

-ssoms•yetse

1045
The soft tie
Cram

No obligation for free estimates. Call us collect or drop us a card.

WEST. KY. ROOFING CO.

Rattans
and co

"Where the Good Work Comes From"

E. Main St.

Phone 3711
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Summer Is Still With Us!

Try a Leader Classified Adl

1723 Broadway
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Fisherman Gets Snake

Helena, Mont.—AP — James
Cline went fishing, caught
no
fish and didn't want to
return
empty-handed. So when he saw
a rattlesnake beside the
trail as
he headed home he lassoed it
with
his fish line, brought it to
town
and gave it to a carnival.

seutetier cYParr:dig and
latebeek - Al'• •A young Ger- d
tie.d tr41:7
cItia
man girl.refugee from the Soviet
Try
zone succeeded in piercing the
Iron curtain and making money
NO WAIT
from it. In the British Zone reNO WORRY
fiji II
sort of Travemuende on the BalNO RiGRET
hog IC
tic, she set up a former Wehrmacht artillery range finder. For • Awls
I,,CUPPIlt
the equivalent of a nickel you
Arnold Ligon Tor
may peep through and try to find
Truck
out what goes on in the nearby
Contact
JAMES I)
stAgsiB
un
Soviet Zone.
Phone 201t,
PrtseS;

INCREASES PARSE VALHI

S. Dearborn,

ThTuhr_esday,
itnierA Allt
auto,i.
25,1
wa

Iron Curtain Breech
Makes Money

Spraying Pays Off
In Killing Weeds

Fi ankfoi
ATP -- Complete
men's suits sire being offered in
Frankfurt for $6.00 and even less
these days. Street peddlers are
buying them and have a roaring
trade selling them in the outskirts
of the city.
Two months ago the same suits
were priced at $33.00 to $36.00
The prices fell when stores accumulated surplus quantities of
summer-weight suits. The peddlers bought them up almost for
nothing.

Women's Wear

Phone 3698
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Mrs. I. W. Guess, Mrs, Isaac
Butler, and J. r. Hillyard.
Friday night dinner guests o'
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young were:
Mr. and Mrs. Ben D. Landes,
Denver Colo.; Mr. and 'Mrs. Sam
MeElveen and Mrs. J. M. McCor:iniek, Jackson, Miss.; Mr. and
Mrs. John Id Young, Prinuston;
Dr. and Mrs, J. 0. Nall, Marion;
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Rice and
aoarnville.
M. Young, Mr. a nd Mrs. Alvin Lisanby,
sad Mrs. W.
and Mrs. Princeton.
sun young. Mr
Revival serviees started at the
Dick, Mr.
son,
and
. nice
Baptist church Monday night,
Mrs.
MeElveen,
rt. Sam
McCormick, and Mr. W. F. Aug. 22, with the Rev. Stephen
L. Cloud, Ilemninton, Ala. as viswere Wednesday night
guests of Mr. and Mrs. iting Evangelist, assisted by the
pastor, the Rev. Holland Thomas.
Princeton.
Ed Young,
attending the an. Roy Johnson, Lexington, ha s
those
lig
homecoming Sunday at charge of the music. Services at
7:45 each evening, 10 o'clock
Hill were: Rev. and Mrs.
gal children, Mr. and morning. Everyone is extended
Walker, Miss Jane an invitatiop to ettend these
C. A.
Yandell and services.
Isabelle
lks.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. TayPair,
Florence
Mrs.
Bruce,
suiting in Ow home ot
Miss
Florence Parr and
Sunday were: Mr.
pgr
y
Jessie Mildlean and
Drains Wigginton,
irl Milts Don
tic.
Hungr. and Mrs. Hugh
Princeton;
atd children,
Herbert Cochran
id Mrs.
John Parr, Marion, and
Mrs. C. A. McElroy and

F

towne and
hone folks
telephone

ew central
ore poles,

• ALFALFA
• SWEET CLOVER
• LADINO CLOVER
• CRIMSON CLOVER
• ORCHARD GRASS
• BLUE GRASS
• RYE GRASS
• FESCUE
• TIMOTHY
• VETCH

I more of
e the t.
(Incorporated)

West Seventh at Cleveland
Hopkinsville

Crider
Mrs. Clifton Clift .was hostess
at a picnic honoring 46, Crider
Homemakers and their visitors
at Blue Farm 'Wednesday,'Aug.
17.
Member* present were Misses
Grace Adamson and Nell Guess;
Mesdames Porter Spickard, Annie Dean McElroy, J. C. Myers,
Floyd Dunbar, ithrlan Ennis,
Ralph Griffin, Hugh Yates and

ror, 'Lansing, Mich., are spending
their summer vacation with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ivan H.
Bennett,
Mr. and Mrs. Ben D. Landers
and children, Jackie and Jimmy,
Denver, Cob., and Mr. and Mrs.
Kelly Landes visited Mr. and
Argel Nelson.
Mrs. C. Y. Williams, Russellville,
Visitors were Mesdames Aggie
Sunday.
Coleman, Luther Barnes, Virgil
Mrs. Sam Helek, Gray ville,
coleman, Birch Gray, Mary MilIll., spent last week with her
an-, Rube ChM L. W. Guess,
daughter, Mrs. V. E. Coleman
Minnie Dunn, Charlie Wilson,
.0nd Mr. Coleman. She returne
Arlie Vinson, Ted Holt, Misses
home Tuesday, being accompanWilma Vandiver, Maxine Garriied to Evansville, Ind., by Mrs.
son, Judy Griffin, Sarah Myers,
Wright.
Coleman and Frankie
Patricia and Martha Ennis, BrenMrs. Harold Cadek was the
da Kaye Vinson, Anne Daisy,
Sunday night luncheon guest of
Patsy, Betsy and Dorothy Holt,
Mrs. W. M. Young.
E: Nineteen thoroug breds •urne to death and William and .Tunior Clift, Larry
Missionary Society of the First COSTL BLA
two attendants were signed shortly after mid-night at Raton, N. Nelson, Teddy Holt, David DunPresbyterian church will meet
M. when fire swept three barns at LaMesa Park race track. The bar, Jean and Larry Griffin,
at the church Friday afternoon.
dramatic shot above shows three men forcibly restraining a stable Bobby, Joey and Dennie WilMrs. J. B. Sory and Miss Dora
boy from trying to rescue a favored horse. The toy, Dean Turpin, liams.
Young have returned from Madguided a number of thoroughbreds from the flames. (AP Wireisonville where they spent a few
photo)
Fredonia
days last week on business.
The Fredonia Valley HomeIndiana was discovered by La
Young
M.
Ill., spent the weekend with his
Mr. and Mrs! W.
makers Club met late Tuesday
were in Paduca.h Tuesday. They mother, Mrs. Jocie Quertermous, Salle in 1671.
Lizards are the most abundant'afternoon, Aug. 16, on the lawn
visited Mrs. Louise Lowery and
and family.
of Mrs. Byrd Guess for a picnic.
of living reptiles.
family while there.
Miss Pat Bradshaw and Paul
Miss Ada Lee Leeper has returned from Nashville, Tenn., Phelps are visiting in Glasgow.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Querterwhere she spent last week as
guest of the Rev. and Mrs. Edgar mous have purchased the home
Barnett.
of tne late Ed Stinnett, on the
Dr. E. M. Flanigan, a former
Marion road. They expect t
pastor of the First Presbyterian
there very son.
move
church visited Miss Imogene
Mrs. Ambie Fuller, Mr. and
Wigginton for a short time SunOliver
day morning. He was enroute to Mrs. Allen Fuller and
at
Illinois to visit relatives. His Whitt spent last Thursday
Kentucky Lake.
home is now in Irwin, Penn.
Mrs. Floyd Jones and daughMr. and Mrs. Allen Fuller,
Bowling Green, spent last week ters, Margaret Ellen and Ruth
with his mother, Mrs. Ambie Ann, spent last week in Bowling
parents,
Fuller. They returned home Sun- Green as guests of her
day, accompanied by Mrs. Fuller Mr. and Mrs. Spillman.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Fuller,
who wi,11 spend this week as
Bowling Green, spent last week
their guest.
Mrs..Isabelle Yandell and son, with his mother, Mrs. Ambie
Bruce, London, are visiting her
Mrs. Reg Phelps, Mr. and Mrs.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Gordon Moore, Ivy Moore and
Welker.
Capt. and Mrs. Elbert Van Me- Jim Blackburn were in Nashter and daughter, Jean, Balti- ville, Tenn., Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Jewell Kirkwood,
more, Md., are the guests of her
father, L. B. Young and Mrs. Dawson Springs, spent the weekend with her sister, Mrs. Eugene
Young.
Rev. and Mrs. James Walker Rogers, and Mr. Rogers.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Miller,
and children, Belvidere, Ill., are
the guests of his parents, Mr. Wichita, Kan., have arrived for
a two weeks' visit with her parand Mrs. Albert Walker.
Miss Ida Belle Turley, Evans- ents, Mr. and Mrs. T. R. Feagan.

and Mrs. Byrd Guest:, 'Mr. and
Mrs. Russell Yates arid family,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wilson, Mr.
Reed Brown, Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Coleman, Mrs Sarah Conway and family, Mr, and Mrs:
George Hoke and Mrs. Zuermuehlen.

Present were Miss Wilma Vandiver, home demonstration agent, and aseistant, Miss Maxim?.
Garrigan; Mrs. Floyd Jones and
family, Mrs. Walton Woodall and
tinnily, Mrs. CeCII Brasher aria
The city of Dubuque, Ia., was
family, Mrs. J. J. Rogers and
family, Mr. and Mrs. Charles named after the French-Canadian
Baker, Mrs. W. M. Young, 54::. trader Julien Dubuque.

INSURANCE PREMIUMS...
Present
buy a definite secupity against loss.
spending for insurance saves future worry, when
you buy

Fire and Extended Coverage
Burglary and Theft
Compensation and Liability
Hospitalization
Automobile Insurance
Personal Liability and Bonds
You will find insurance with you, for you, to a successful
journey's end. Place your insurance in Reliable Old Line
Stock Companies.

BUSCH CUMMINS, INSURANCE
Phone 28.15

106 East Court Square
Princeton, Kentucky

I

- - - ALSO - - FERTILIZER
2-12-6
PHOSPHATE
20%

the growth

Official Letter )la,
192 Weed Sentence
Oldenburg--AP The farmeis
of Lower Saxony received a letter
from their department of agriculture concerning the potato
crop. In an effort to be brief, the
department sent a letter of one
sentence—a sentence of 192 words.

Telephone 115

has been
war. So hat
t demand!
med on a

ville, Ind., has returned home
after spending her summer vacation with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Turley.
Mr. 'and Mrs. Jake Smith,
Crayne, attended church services
at the Cumberland Presbyterian
church here Sunday morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hunt and
son, Marion, spent Sunday with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Turley.
Mrs. Steve Jones, Murray, is
visiting her sister, Mrs. Jonas
Hearod, and Mr. and Mrs. Ed
iiarmon this week.
Rev. and Mrs. Ray Wigginton
and son, David, and Mr. and
Mrs. Liairence Blackburn and
children, Richie and Brenda Fay,
left Sunday for a week's visit
in Detroit.
James Quertermous, Decatur,

ntucky the
to provide.

APH COMPANY

I BLOCK NORTH Or Stint 111110

NEW MANAGEMENT!
I have leased the service station
on Hopkinsville street owned by the
Cornick Oil Co.,and invite the public
to visit me in my new location. You
will find such low prices as these:

Imagine! Woven
(not printed)Plaids
2.98
AND PENNEY'S PRICE
IS LOWER-THAN-LOVv

Sizes 7 to 14

Plaids are clearer, brighter when the colors are
woven right in. Team woven plaids with perfect details (white collars, solid color trimmings,
ruffled sleeves) . . . the kind girls like . . . and
you've found dresses that are a "must" for
school.

SMASHING-LOW
PENNEY PRICE!

Now Penney's adds another big feature to their
famous BIG MAC boys' jeans. A smooth zipper
fly, laboratory tested to wash and iron safely.
That, plus all the other rugged construction
features in these heavy 8 oz. Sanforized
denims, makes them an outstanding value at
$1.49. Sizes 6-16.
1.69
Men's sizes 29-46 (button fly)

BOYS'COTTON
PLAID SHIRTS

$1.49

Ethyl Gasoline.•.• 24.9c

GIRLS' WOOL
SWEATERS

A GAL

autumn-fresh print

New Improved
Boys' Blue Jeans
1.49

A GAL

and companion coat dress

16.95 each
The soft tie dress in hook-and-eye print 75-dinler rayon
CrePe Shown with fine tailored bovs9.391+• rayon dress that
green
iloebles os a coot over prints. The print in red, grcry,
ond winter navy. 10-40 ond 12Y1-204. The asatdress in
green. 10.10.
tour* gray, red wine, navy, brown, block and
Pews, two
Melly
p.11
sitIssionsle wain loop* foot.", so on
b qeiedenne low*
wf rrbdtlas u witiertiee- Loewe
-4 04, sending iter eddied loolpeth

(Saturday and Sunday, Aug.27&
28,only)

WOOL PLAID
JACKETS
Men's - - 36 - 44

8.90

All our gasoline is refined by one
of the world's largest major oil companies.

GILBERT CANDLER, Mgr.

Boys'-

8-18

6.90

Penney's new low priced Gabardine. Made of
60% Rayon and 40% wool. Continuous waistband, drop belt loops. Sizes 29 to 42.
belt loops. Sizes 29 to 42.

BOYS' OXFORDS,6 to 10...4.98
GIRLS'TWO STRAP CASUAL.3.98
Girls'CREPE SOLE OXFORD..4.98
BOYS'SHOES,Cord Sole....2.98
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Pro Now Teaches
Small Fry Golf
Broekfield, Conn.—Mike Kundrat never wog much money
playing pro golf but as tutor of
teen agers he's winning a lot of
friends with his Kiddie Golf
Clinic.
Six years ago when ,Kundrat
took over as pro at the 7-hole
Candlewood Lake Club course he
Was faced with the problem of
week-day idleness. Most of the
senior members of the community on the southeast side of Candlewood Lake played the course
week-ends or evenings.
After being at the Nutmeg
State course two years Mike began getting acquainted with the
children in the community. They
started coming around his pro
shop before and after their daily
dip in the lake. They became interested in golf.

State Historical
Group Organized

Back Home In Jail!
Flensburg, Germany—AP—One
man crossed the Danish-German
border illegally for the 25th time
and had to face a Flensburg court
kir the tenth time.
The court sentenced Burde to
five months in jail.
When he entered his cell, he
found that fellow-prisoners had
decorated it with garlands.

"Then one day I hit upon the
idea of golf instruction for the
kiddies, says Mike. "There's nothing like starting at the bottom.
Practically every one of my little pupils has proved that. They
have no bad golfing habits."
Kundrat, who for 13 years aspisted George Ferrier at the
Ridgewood Country C 1 u b in
nearby Danbury, has two weekly
classes, one for boys and the other for girls.
One of his best pupils Is Mary
Ann Rapp, 12, from Hartsdale,
N. Y. She took up the game only
AGENTS. FOR
'
last summer and Mik e says
someday she's going to be a top
woman gaffer.
His other star pupils among
DISTANCE MOVINL,
the little women are Joan SherArnold Ligon Truck Line win, 14, of Scarsdale, N. Y., Tina
Contact
O'Brien, e i cif t of Bridgeport,
JAMES D MASHBURN
Phone 2016
Princeton, Hy. Conn., and Nancy V089, 7, of

,ONC

Crimson Clover - - - Alfalfa
Vetch - - - Ladino Clover
Sweet Clover - - - Timothy

Armour's and Cumberland Fertilizer
Rubber Tire Wagons
Wagon and Truck Frames

Red Roof Paint
Black Roof Paint
White Creosote Paint
Acme House Paint

HARDaitlAal Co.

.

British officers and their wives
U.S. Highway as
who came 1,0 crte United States in an ancient isv,
r,New
the Revolutionary War are b11Mexico,
11eved to have made the that Ice que
clifanfddwGealliliunpgs

cream in the United States. ,
Some 50,000 Indians live on were inhabited by
Frankfort The Kentucky Hisreservations.
about 150 yea!8 ag,
torical Makers Co in m lite e, New Mexico
of
erection
activate
formed to
lasting markers at Kentucky historic and scenic spots, has been
organized here.
Eugene Stuart, of the Filson
Club of Louisville, was named
chairman of the committee
which will work in coordination
with the Department of High
waysand the Kentucky Historical Society.
"The Department of Highways
pledges its full support in the
historic marker program as a
public service and a very definite, aid toward increasing tourist trade," Highway Commissioner John A. Keck told those attending the organization meeting here today.

lade phia
ER STA ESMAN: onnie aek, 6 tal , th n, n ly manager o t e
BASEBALL
Athletics, strides from the dugout to be introduced to a crowd of 65,000 gathered in Yankee Stadium
in New York Sunday as he is honored for his "long and meritorious service to baseball." Leading the
cheering for Mr. Mack is Athletics Coach Buddy Rosar (right). At left are stars of the Athletics
of years ago, while at right are members of the present-day team. (Identification of players not available). (AP Wirephoto)
Brooklyn.
Most promising small fry
among the boys are the Ltun brothers, Don, 12, and Bill, 11, from
Chatham, N. J., Skef McAllister,
12, of Scarsdale, N. Y., Paul Herman, 12, of Floral Park, N. Y.,
Edward Fried, 10, of Bronxvikle,
N. Y., and Jay Coles, eight, of
White Plains, N. Y.
Kundrat, w ho finished one
stroke back of Gene Sarazen in
last year's Shoreline Open at
Mill River in Stratford, also
holds husband - wife, father - son
an d father - daughter tournaments.
Bob Goodwin of Port Chester,
N. Y., is the men's champion but
in another year or two Kundrat
predicts that even the kiddies
will make it tough for Mr. Goodwin. That's how much progress
the youngsters have shown under Kundrat's teaching.
Unc le Sam produced more
than 11 million bales of cotton,
308 million pounds of wool, and
975 million pounds of rayon in
1947.
Louisiana's state flower is the
magnolia.

At I lousing Time
Give Cloro-Caps

House a flock that's htaity
1and worm-free! Willie
h.it give Dr. Salsbury's Clofoc.e
, the wormer that
all three—latee roandwo
cake! vibels,
=ribs .

*Nees

Hellcat Reunion To
Be At Louisville

Indian Elephant
Going To Tokyo
Caleutta—AP—Baby elephant
Indira, gift of Prime Minister
Jawaharlal Nehru to Tokyo children, is now here as guest of the
West Bengal government. She is
awaiting shipment to Japan. She
was captured three years ago in
a Mysore forest and trained in
the jungle to carry wood from
place to place. She is now 15. A
feeder and a trainer will travel
with her to Tokyo.

"This will be a 'long-range program and it will be several years
before adequate markers are erected at all Kentucky's scenic
and historic spots. The Department will assume the responsibility of erecting and maintaining the markers and also of having them made. To initiate the
program we hope to include in
our next year's budget enough
money to finance production of
at least 20 markers."
The Department ask ed the
committee to design a marker,
choose locations for their erection and provide inscriptions for
each marker.
Membership in the society will
be made up of representatives of
state historical, patriotic, veterans' and civic clubs and automobile clubs.

Members of the 12th Armored
"Hellcat" Division will meet in
Louisville for their third reunion
September 3, 4 and 5, according
to word received here.
Colonel Edward F. Seiller,
state treasurer and president of
the 12th Armored Division Association, said more than 600 are
expected to attend the reunion.
A lizard can grow a new tail
United St a tea Senator Virgil
if its original one becomes deChapman will be the principal
tached.
speaker at a banquet, highlight
of the reunion, Sunday night
at the Seelbach Hotel, "Hellcat"
headquarters. Governor Earle C.
Clements is expected to attend,
Colonel Seiller said.
The "Hellcat" unit often was
referred to as the "Kentucky Division" because it had so many
Kentuckians in it. Colonel Seiller said in -view of this, many
former members of the Division
I have reopened my antique shop
should make certain to attend
the reunion.
Franklin St., and invite you to see my
Colonel Seiller served as assistant chief of staff of the "Hellof . .
cat" unit in its operations against
the German army across France
and into Germany. Major General Roderick R. Allen, now commanding general of the 3rd Armored Division at Fort Knox,
was operations commander. ColPhone 3797
onel John H. Evans, commanding
officer of the 3rd Armored
Group of the 3rd Armored Division at Fort Knox, is vice president of the 12th Armored Association.
The late General George S.
Patton referred to the 12th Armored as his "mystery division"
because he moved it about so often to hide its identity from the
enemy. General Patton used the
unit as one of his major striking
forces. It was the first American
unit to secure a bridge over the
Danube and to drive into the
German redoubts.

* Thorough spot and stain removal.
* Sweaters that feel fluffy and soft a. new,

at 510
collection

* Snappy colors.
* Careful blocking and shaping to any tin.
* No dry cleaning odor.

LITTLEPAGE'S HOBBY HOUSE

NEW COMPRESSOR STATIONS
GOING UP ON TEXAS GAS LINE
And in a sense, they are small
communities of their own, for
each station will have its own
generators for electric power
and its own water supply. At
most stations new homes for the
station operators will be built.
Operated by a full-time staff
of nine to 12 men, each rew slit-

WOOD DRUG STORE

at Keach's in Hopkinsville

FINAL WEEK!
AUGUST
FURNITURE SALE
BE SURE . . . to shop KEACH'S within the next week. Many, many outstanding values yet available, they are real bargains too! Bargains in all departments . . . Bedroom . . . Living Room . . .
Dining Room ... Kitchen. Shop all 9 Floors . . . you are sure to be pleased in selection and SAVINGS TOO!

When new compressor stations on the Texas Gas pipe line are completed and
landscaped they will look like this one on the Company's existing system.

Compressor stations, like the
one above, are the heart of a
natural gas pipe line system.
Along the route of Texas Gas
Transmission Corporation's
new 800-mile pipe line which
passes through here several stations are now being built. When
completed, they will do the big
job of pumping millions of cubic

feet of gas daily through the
rexas Gas system.
Operation of the new line will
start with these stations. Next
year additional installations
will be built so that the move-

New compressor snits installed on
foundations at a Texas Gas Transmission Corporation installation.

Guaranteed
INNER SPRING MATTRESS
AND BOX SPRINGS. . .
Both ter the price
of one

$49.50

Massive, upholstered, ioungy chair. So comfortable and
so good looking. Choke of covers.

ONLY

This special bargain made possible by a special
purchase from the factory . . we are passing a tremendious saving on to you. Act now for this offer
is good for one week only.

Extra fine quilted top . . . It's new, it's different and
best of all it's good.
This BARGAIN made available only by the efforts
of the manufacture and ourselves.
See it NOW! Limited quantity, Limited time.

A truck enroute to a Conspanyconipressor station site delivers a now 1,100
horsepower compressor.

ment of gas can be stepped up.
Compressor stations are more
than just clusters of buildings.
They are part of the communities near which they are located.

Crews at work on site of italattng compressor station that is being enlarged

tion will contain the most modern gas handling equipment.
Compressor units will range
up to 2,200 horsepower each.
Cooling towers three stories
high will process the millions of
gallons of water needed for cooling gas and compressor engines.
It is these compressor stations
and the engineering which goes
into them that makes the difference between just a long line of
pipe and a working natural gas
pipe line system. When completed this winter, they will enable Texas Gas to do an even
snore useful job as a longdistance carrier of natural gas

Attached information from our company newspaper. PIPEnew
LINK PROGRESS,is printed to give you news aboutour
pipe Ilne through your area and to nform you of activities
of our natural gas transmission system. You may receive
regular copies of PIPELINE PROGRESS by writing to •

P. 0. BOX 377, OWENSBORO, KY.
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your son to college!
•

If you start collectirg these three faces
ge.
today, they can send your son to colle
on
r
cppea
that
faces
the
are
these
For
three of the U. S. Savings Bonds. Cleve
the
on
rson
Jeffe
land on the $100 bond.
bond.
$50 bond. Washington on the $25
bonds
these
of
three
two,
Collect one,
y
every payday,and you'll have the mone
you need (in years ahead) to send your
son to college. Or take your wife on trips.
,
The money you need to buy that house
that boat, that second car.
For the money you put into U. S. Savng
ings Bonds has a pleasing habit of maki
ten
of
end
the
At
you.
for
y
more mone
years, when Bonds mature, you'll find
that you collect four dollars for every
three dollars you've put aside. And since

re small
own, for
its own
*c power
pply. At
es for the
be built.
"me staff
new sta.

of
they are backed by the government
the United States, it is the safest investment any man could make.
The most wonderful part of it all,
though, is the fact that you hardly miss
the money you're saving when you join
s
one of the two Automatic Savings Bond
ss,
painle
are
plans
two
Plans. For these
completely automatic. Your bank or
place of business handles all the details.
So start making good friends with those
three very famous kentlemen whose pictures appear on U. S. Savings Bonds.
• • •
th
Ask today about the Bond-A-Mon
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They'
Plan.
gs
Savin
ll
Payro
Plan or the
the simplest, surest ways ever invented
to save money.
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Rowland Motor Co.
HODGE MOTOR SALES
BODENHAMER'S
G. HOMER BROWN
AGENCY
C. A. WOODALL INS.

CORNER DRUG STORE

Robinson Implement Co.

SEARS ORDER OFFICE

M & S Implement Co.

PRINCETON CREAMERY

Wamorcham

MORGAN'S

WOOD BROS.

Y
PRINCETON STEAM LAUNDR

STEGER LUMBER YARD

B. N. LUSBY CO.

Princeton Motor Sales

Marvin's Cab
Stewart Oil Co.

Thursday Au
August
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Football Practice
In Second Week
Football training for the approaching 1949 grid season Is
now in progress at Butler High
School, according to John W.
Hackett, coach.
Although practice started Aug.
15, the teem has been on the
field only four nights, he saki.
The slow down was due to rain.
Hackett said men now getting
into condition for the first game
which will be played with Morganfield, Sept. 16, include Ken
Barrett, back; Billy McCaslin,
end; Charlie Wade, center; Billy
Wilkerson, center; Garnett Pet-

ere tackle. PIt Ip li(od, end,
Bill Lubben, back, 310 Duel
Ortt, back.
J. C. Dunbar, guard; John
Traylor, tackle; Buddy Stroube,
guard; Bill Sisk. end; Jerry ?Pool, back; Bill Young, guard;
Felix Leone end; Daniel Coleman,
back; Billy Traylor, back; Billy
Martin, tackle; Robert Williamson, back; Bobby Bridges, center;
Huai Harrelson, guard and tackle; Charlie Varble, guard and
tackle; George Stevens, bask .
Billy Lewis, end; Fieldon Pugh.
end; !Marlin Robertson, back;
Robert Franklin, back; Bobby
Teague, bac k; Troy Wilhelm,
end; Byron Rogers, back, and
Billy Jones, tackle.
Fourteen men on the first team

Finished Worsted and Nobby Tweed
in New Fall Styles and Colors!
Choose from solids and patterns including
sharkskins, stripes and plaids .. . in a range
of blues, browns and greys.

Livestock Market
There was little change in the
week, most classes WATCH MAKING
All makes
Clueks, Jewell Y
ainging about the same price
and models
is they did lest week. Fewer
repaired. All work guatenteed
/lead wore sold this week.
Chas. "Pete" Russell, certified
H. C. Russell,
F'l'OTAL HEAD--949
watchmaker.
tic
song Fed Steer -$24-$2S
_pop:
hort Fled 'Steers-422424
safety
AUTO CLASS: Sheet
edium Quality Butcher
glass cut and Installed Li all
' Cattle-419-121
Williams Texaco Service
cars.
ran Fat Steers--$20423
Station, Corner Plum & main
Grain on Grass Steers---$22-$25
tic
Phone 557.
by Beeves--$21-$25
at Cows--$18-$15
FOR ELECTRICAL Appliances
annens and Cutteni--$9-$1.3
and Electrical Supplies, visit
ulls-$14-$18
Stalling and Kennedy Electric
tock (:attle-418-$22
Service, 124 E. Main St., Phone
eeder Cattle-$18-$21
3180 or 2389. Work guaranteed.
tic
Ilk Cows, per Ilead--$66-$149
st Spring Lambs-423
orders
WE ARE NOW taking
V'EALS
for Ky 31 Fescue seed and laFancy Veals-427.00
dino clover seed-pure CaliNo. 1 Veals-426.00
strain. Deanhill Farm
fornia
o. 2 Veals-$22.50
8-3tc
Call 4202, Fredonia.
hrowouts-$20.75
HOGS
FOR SALE: Used ice boxes, Mce
tic
SC . Pinn
00-230- -$21.00
Connell Electric Co.
holds to stands of barbed wire fence as he awaits help at Inde- 235-280--$20.00
FOR SALE-For clean, used cars
pendence, Mo. Bennett, a dairy farm employe, was moving weeds 285-350-$19.00
and trucks, see Randolph
along a road near Independence when the tractor, equipped with
55 and up--$18.50
Motors. Ford Sales and Serva sickle, turned over. He was trapped 15 minutles in this position 120-155-$17.25
5-1tc
ice.
before a tow truck crane lifted tractor from him. At a hospital, 160-195-$20.25
physicians said he had no broken bones, X-ray pictures were to be Roughs, 400 lb and under-$16.00
STRAYED or stolen from my
made later after Bennett had a chance to rest a bit.(AP Wirephoto) Roughs, 405 to 550-$15.00
farm six weeks ago, one 600oughs, 550 and over-$14.00
pound Hereford bull. Reward,
are letter men, according to Kiwanians Hear Talk
$10. C. A. Wilson, Fredonia,
Hackett.
On Americanism
7-2tc
Ky.
uka Ferry In Operation
He also announced that there
"How American Is America?" Again After Sinking
will be a meeting at 9 a. m. FriThe luka ferry on U. S. Highday, Aug 26, at the school gym- was the subject of an address
nasium, of all seventh, eighth by Dr. J. D. Grey, Baptist evan- way 62, near Kuttawa, is back in
and ninth grade boys who are gelist, at a meeting of the Ki- operation after being sunk last
hursday night when a heavily NOTICE: Anyone hunting or
interested in training for the
wanis Club Wednesday.
trespassing on Deanhill Farm*
loaded refrigerator truck, driven
junior team.
Dr. Grey, of New Orleans and
will be prosecuted. Mrs. A. D.
y William O. Gohlke, Ne w
Season reserved seat tickets
8-3tc
McElroy.
will be available next wee k a native of Princeton, said that York, attempted to cross the
from Coach Hackett, C. C. Bi- Americans need to go back and Cumberland River. Neither the FOR expert paint and body reerry nor the truck, which was
shop or any Band Booster.
pairs, see Randolph Motors.
pick up some of the principles
only partially submerged, was
if
built
was
ltc
For Sales and Service.
on which America
damaged to any great extent,
our freedoms are to be retained.
Third Hat Tossed Into
the State Police report.
FOR SALE--1947 Oldsmobile;
Guests at the meeting besides
Mayor's Ring This Week Dr.
fully equipped, with all extras.
the Rev. H. G.
were
Grey
A third hat has been tossed inOne owner. Just 17,000 miles;
of the First Mrs. C. W. Moore Is
pastor
Hatler,
M.
to the mayor's ring. Clifton Holloa good clean car at a bargain
MorW.
James
Home After Operation
well has announced for that of- Baptist Church;
price. See K. M. Wood, Hopdirector,
music
Baptist
rison,
C.
has
Mrs.
W.
Moore
returned
composed
be
to
fice, his council
kinsville. Phone 1386-J. 8-1tc
of Claude Robinson, J. W. Quinn, tend the Rev. John Hammet, pas- to her Fredonia home from a
Baptist
Calhoun
the
f
o
tor
Nashville, Tenn., hospital where FOR SALE; Outboard Motors for
Joe Jones, Tom Hammond, Frank
Cruiser control, shift to ScottWebb and N. B. Cameron. The Church, Calhoun, Ky. Rev. Ham- he underwent an operation last
Atwater. Warm up in neutral
platform will appear soon in The met sang a solo at the meeting. week. Her condition is so irnshift to reverse and forward. 4
Leader.
iroved that her daughter, Mrs.
2 h. p. with
/
h. p. 5 h. p. and 71
Veterans Advisory
Lawrence Jennings, who was
shift. Williams Texaco Service
Committee Meets Here
with bee in, Nashville, has reBPW President Attends
StationPlum and Main St.
Members of the Veterans Advis- /turned to her home in Frankfort
tic
Conference At Louisville ory Committee, an organization
Phone 2445.
Miss Elizabeth Gray, president set up to screen applicants de=
PIANO STUDIO: I shall be glad
of the Business and Professional siring to enter farm training pro"Oslotice
to interview anyone interested
Beginning with the school year
Women's Club here, last week gram, met at 3:30 p. m. Wednesin piano lessons Aug. 29 and 30
attended the Southeast Regional day at the county school super- 949-50, on September 6, 1949,
at Butler High School. I ree tuition rates will be as folConference of the National Fed- intendent's office at the courtceived my training at St. Louis
ws: Butler High School, grades
eration of BPW which met in house, R. A. Mabry, county agent,
Dotson
High
School,
-12,
$60.00;
from
Louisville. Representatives
announced. A new class of about
WAF, WAC Recruiter
Alabama, District of Columbia, 15 World War II veterans will be- rades 9-12, $45.00; Eastside and
utler elementary, grades 1 - 8, Is Here Each Month
Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Mis- gin training under the program
.00; Dotson Elementary
Sgt. Mary Armstrong, of the
sissippi, North Carolina, South in the near future, he said.
hool, grades 1-8, $36.00. All Women's Air Force, is in PrinceCarolina, Tennessee and Virginia
were present.
• uition must be paid in advance ton from 10 a. m. until 2 p. m.,
Truck Goes Off Road
the second Wednesday of each
A truck driven by M. D. Gen- or the first semester.
All past due tuition for the month, to interview young wotry went off the Eddyville road
To Preach Here Sunday
hool year 1948-49 miist be paid men who are interested in joinRev. W. H. Talent, Marysville, Wednesday night of last week.
Fla., will preach at 11 a. m.. The driver, who apparently lost n or before September 6, 1949. ing the WAF or WAC, Sgt. AlC. T. Pollard,
bert Na c k e, recruiting office
Sunda y, in the Cumberland control of the vehicle, was unSuperintendent
here, announced_
hurt, Sheriff Otho Towery said.
Presbyterian Church.
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PAN-AMERICAN
OUR SHELVES ARE FILLED WITH
HANDSOME, EASY-TO -PLAY

PAN-AMERICANS
COME IN AND SELECT ..tuew
WHILE OUR STOCK IS LARGE

ACCORDIONS
WURLITZER- -120 Bass
NOBLE-24 Bass

249.50
119.50

KING MASTER
CORNET
95.00,
REYNOLDS
169.50
CORNET
(NEW)
CALVALIER-CORNET

We ha% e in our stae
complete line of 1..
Conn, Pan American
Buescher

I

Gibson & Epiphoe
String Instruments
Special Sale on tied

(NEW)

AMERICAN TRIUMPH
79.50
TRUMPET
BUESCHER
95.00
TRUMPET
CAVALIER
65.00
TRUMPET
HARRY PEDLER
90.00
TRUMPET
CLEVELAND
65.00
MELOPHONE
ORPHEUM
125.00
TROMBONE
DEAGAN
85.00
MARIMBA

Band

ments.

$69.50

Instruments
All Reconditioned al
Guaranteed
C. G. Conn Eupbeeen
(Like Nee)
Buescher Trombone .
Kreisler elute
Holton Alto Se:opine
Vincent Bach Cornet
Challenger Trumpet
C. G. Conn Comet
C. G. Conn Trumpet I

SHACKLETON'S
PADUCAH
612 Broadv.ar

Lexington

C. A. Woodall was one of 10
agents honored by the Equitable Life Insurance Society, New
York, at an educational meeting
recently at Kentucky Lake.

tome&

RED FRONT OFFERS
1 21
(
TOMATOES, Delmonico or May Day
19 oz. can
PORK & BEANS, Ky. Beauty,
No. 300 can. 3 for
PUMPKIN, Autumn Harvest
3 large 29 tn. cans
CRUSHED PINEAPPLE, Silver River
fancy, heavy syrup, 2 No. 2 cans .
SARDINES, Holmes, in oil
No. 'A can
OLEOMARGARINE, MI Choice
pound

Mrs. Russell Yates, Fredonia, is
convalescing at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Elbert Beck after uncieegoing treatment last week in
Dyer Clinic, Kuttawa.

APPLE BUTTER, Farm Brand
28 on. jar
TOMATO SOUP, Heinz
14 oz. bottle

We have moved into a new location, formerly occupied by Princeton Motor Sales on Washington
St., and invite our customers to visit us there,
where we will continue to serve you in the same

CHERRIES, South Haven, red sour
pitted, 19 oz: can
LOVING CUP COFFEE,
3 lbs. $1.19; lb.
,
CORN, Morristown, white cream style
Country Gent., No. 2 can ..
FLOUR, Log Cabin, plain
25 Ile bag

courteous manner.

TOMATO SOUP, Heinz
lion, can

USED CARS
AUTO AND TRUCK REPAIRS
TEXACO PRODUCTS

1

Woodall Honored

Convalescing At Home

Princeton's Finest Dept. Store

25'1-

LUBRICATION

GRAPE JAM, Smucker's, pure,
32 oz. jar

• ••
Glowing New Shade

25‘
25c
45(
10
20(
20(
121f
26(
40(
15'
51 55
121(
31(

BABY FOOD, Gerber's asst.
strained, 41-4 oz. can
PEANUT BUTTER, Gold Craft
32 oz. jar

55(

ORANGE JUICE, Osage,
46 oz can
LOVING CUP TEA
.....
Is lb. pkg. 49c, 14 lb pkg.
PEACHES, Remarkable, sliced
large 29 oz. can .........
GREEN BEANS, Nancy Joe, cut,

16(

twood B
Thursday'

19 oz. can
SALAD DRESSING, Table Garden
quart jar
APPLE SAUCE, White House
19 oz. can
ASPARAGUS, Bonny Liss, all green
out, No. I can
MASON JARS,
quarts, doz. 79e; pints dozen
AMERICAN CHEESE, Fisher's
6C1
2 lb. loaf
111(
style
cream
white
CORN, Penny Saver,
Co. Gent., 19 as. can .
KRISPY CRACKERS, Sunshine
1 lb. pkg.
HI HO CRACKERS, Sunshine
1-1b. box HOMINY, Scott County
No. 21 2 can
APRICOT NECTAR
.... 15(
23 oz. jar
33(
standard;
extra
PEAS, Mies Wisconsin,
••
3 sieve Alaska, 2 19-os. cans .
MARSHMALLOWS, Puritan
lb. pkg.
PURE CANE SUGAR, Godchaux
100 lb. bag .

31(

We also want to thank you for the past patronage shown us, and shall endeavor to serve you
better in the future.

WILLIAMS' GARAGE
R. B. Williams

Bob Williams

Wilson Williams

15 Denier ..$1.35

31)1keilie-r..$1.15

eld Mahogany cast-in warm mmagb
liit,yoar new, splay brown outfits, your soft blues,
goor henna, bait* and rust costumes. A wonderful
mew color in a quality stocking you already.kmem-...
America's most called for stocking in an
sheer 51 gauge, 15 denier nylon.

01!R
0131111
baR POTATOES, Michigan,
10 lbs.

45(
39(

YELLOW ONIONS, Tess,
5 pounds
California. Red
i
GRAPES,3lb5.

ROAST, Loin or Rib Red
pound

ent"
PORK CHOPS, small lean ,
,
cut, lb.

55(

Red Front Stores
Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily WSON, Henderson, Ky. 9 A. M.
WVJS 6 P. M. Owensboro., Ky., Week Days
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MEAT ,SPECIALS
Fresh Pork Loins, 8 to 12 pound average
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Fresh Fruits and Vegetables
CABBAGE, New Tennessee
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